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In the spirit of Doyle Brunson's Super System, Arnold Snyder's Blackbelt in Blackjack is an
underground gambling classic written by one of the grand masters of blackjack and a legend.
This newly revised and updated edition is now made available for the first time to a national
audience. This is blackjack as a martial art, targeted for serious and professional players looking
to win real money at the game. Snyder reveals tips and tricks used by the pros-shuffle tracking,
team play, multiple deck camouflage techniques so that the casino can't detect that the player is
using winning techniques, and much more. 21 powerful chapters include a complete course on
beating blackjack: the devastating red 7 count, the hi-lo count, the zen count, the true count, and
so much more.

About the AuthorJohn M. Samson is an expert crossword puzzle constructor and editor. His
crosswords have been published in leading magazines and newspapers across the country,
including The New York Times. He lives in upstate New York. John’s favorite published
crossword is his three-page centerfold for Golf Digest featuring pictures of past US Open
winners. John’s puzzles have appeared in unconventional settings: on cereal boxes, a rock
band’s album cover, and the side of a three-story brick building. A jigsaw puzzle for
US Congress members, a crossword in the shape of the H. J. Heinz keystone logo, and another
in the shape of an Absolut Vodka bottle were memorable design challenges. John has been
honored to construct special birthday puzzles for Lee Iacocca, F. Lee Bailey, Ed Ruscha, Keith
Hernandez, Frank Sinatra, James Stewart, and Harry Connick Jr., and framed fan letters from
Stephen King and Frank Sinatra hang proudly in his upstate New York office.
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BLACKBELT INBLACKJACK PLAYING 21 AS A MARTIAL ART Praise for Arnold Snyder’s
Blackjack Formula:“It is a valuable guide to the player who is trying to decide which game to
choose and what strategy to use.”—Edward O. Thorp, author of Beat the Dealer“...a useful
addition to the library of any professional player.”—Julian Braun, author of How To Play Winning
Blackjack“A work of true genius.”—Stanley Roberts, Gambling Times Magazine“...an excellent
synthesis of your expected win percentage... Never before have all of these variables been
considered together.”—Stanford Wong, author of Professional Blackjack Praise for Blackbelt in
Blackjack:“Blackbelt in Blackjack is a seminal work, a great book for beginners as well as highly
advanced players.”—Richard W. Munchkin, author of Gambling Wizards“All of us who have
played at a high level know that blackjack is a full-contact sport. Blackbelt in Blackjack teaches
you how to feint, dodge, jab, throw and counter-punch, to put the casinos on the ropes.”—Max
Rubin, Blackjack Hall of Famer, and author of Comp CityACKNOWLEDGMENTSThanks to
those who have stuck with me.Abbot AvarrisaSam CaseMoe CashCelliniCottonMark
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INBLACKJACKPLAYING 21 AS A MARTIAL ARTARNOLD SNYDERCARDOZA
PUBLISHINGFREE POKER & GAMING MAGAZINES!Sign up now to read all about the exciting
world of poker, gambling, and online gaming. Our online magazines are packed with tips, expert
strategies, tournament schedules and results, gossip, news, contests, polls, exclusive discounts
on hotels, travel, and more to our readers, prepublication book discounts, free-money bonuses
for online sites, and words of wisdom from the world’s top experts and authorities.Cardoza
Publishing is the foremost gaming and gambling publisher in the world with a library of more
than 200 up-to-date and easy-to-read books and strategies. These authoritative works are
written by the top experts in their fields and with more than 10,000,000 books in print, represent
the best-selling and most popular gaming books anywhere.THIRD EDITION 4th
PrintingCopyright © 1983, 1998, 2005 by Arnold SnyderAll Rights ReservedBack Cover Photo:
Howard SchwartzVisit our website or write us for a full list of Cardozabooks, software and
advanced strategies.CARDOZA PUBLISHINGP.O. Box 98115, Las Vegas, NV 89193Phone
(800)577-WINSemail: cardozabooks@aol.comFor KABOUT THE AUTHORArnold Snyder is the
world’s foremost authority on blackjack and one of its greatest players. Snyder is the author of
nine books and advanced strategies on the game including The Blackjack Formula, the
groundbreaking work which revolutionized the ways professional card counters attacked the
games, and of course, the best-selling classic, Blackbelt in Blackjack. For 23 years, he was the
publisher of the highly respected Blackjack Forum, a quarterly journal on gambling for
professional players.In January 2003, in recognition for his contributions to the game, Arnold



was elected one of the seven charter members of the Blackjack Hall of Fame. Arnold is a high-
stakes professional player who has been writing about casino blackjack for well over two
decades.TABLE OF CONTENTS1. IntroductionSECTION ONEEARNING YOUR WHITE BELT2.
The Great Blackjack HoaxA Card Counter Is BornWhy Blackjack Is So PopularThe Great
Blackjack MythThe Future of BlackjackBlackjack as a Sport3. How to Play Casino BlackjackThe
DealThe Table“Hard” Hands and “Soft” HandsThe Play of the
HandsInsuranceHittingStandingBustingDoubling DownSplitting PairsSurrenderNo Hole
CardMulti-ActionThe Dealer’s Hand4. Basic StrategyWhy Basic Strategy WorksUsing the Basic
Strategy ChartOrder of DecisionsHow to Practice Basic StrategySimplified Basic Strategy5. The
Red Seven CountBalanced vs. Unbalanced Counting SystemsUnbalanced SystemsThe Red
Seven CountThe Red Seven Point ValuesHow to Practice CountingThe Starting CountThe Red
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Legal to Use a Computer in a Casino?Are Laws Different in Indian Reservation Casinos?
SECTION THREE EARNING YOUR BLACK BELT17. Team PlayAccountingThe Team
HandbookEMFH TeamsTwo Person TeamsBP/Spotter TeamsThe Gorilla BPThe Risk
RemainsHow the Successful Big Teams Do ItTeam Investment DealsLimited Joint-Bank
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StackExercise #3: Estimating the Discard StackExercise #4: Card CountingDescribing
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the ProsVersatilityYou Don’t Know MeHouse Phone Hang-UpsShift Change Vanishing ActGoing
SouthToking GuidelinesGeneral TokesSpecific TokesHole Card PlayIllegal Hole Card
StrategiesLegal Hole Card StrategiesMarked Card PlayFlashed Card PlayThe Danger of Hole
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NameHigh-Tech SurveillanceTraveling With CashCash Transaction ReportsSuspicious Activity
ReportsCompsSpecial PromotionsPlaying Blackjack on the InternetAnd Finally…APPENDIX20.
Comprehensive StrategyComprehensive Basic StrategyComprehensive Hi-Lo Lite
StrategyComprehensive Zen Count Strategy21. Recommended Source
MaterialsINTRODUCTION1INTRODUCTIONI’m going to show you how to beat the casinos at
blackjack. This is something I know intimately, because I have been doing it for 30 years. I’ve
also spent the past 25 years teaching other players how to beat the casinos. I’m on a mission. I
can’t help myself! It’s not that I hate the casino industry; I just love taking their money. There’s
nothing more fun than walking out of a casino with a few thousand more bucks in your pockets
than you walked in with. Free money! Watch out! It’s addictive! It makes you wonder why anyone
goes to work at a regular job.The only reason you’re not doing this right now is that you don’t
know how to do it yet. Maybe you’ve read other books on card counting, and you can’t figure out
why it’s not working. Read this book. I guarantee you this book is different. You’re going to find a
lot of information here you won’t find in any of the other books, including all the books by self-
proclaimed “experts” who have never in their lives filed their taxes as professional gamblers.
They’re hack writers, hack mathematicians, and hack blackjack players. Read this book. I wish I
had this book when I started playing in 1977. I would have gotten out of my post office job a lot
sooner!I have completely revised and updated Blackbelt in Blackjack to conform to today’s
games and have included information I have never before revealed to a general audience.This
book is a step-by-step complete course on how to beat the casinos at blackjack. Everything you
need to know to win money at the game, from the basics of play and the rules of the game, to the
most advanced systems used by the pros—it’s all within these pages. You’ll learn playing
strategies, basic and advanced betting techniques, optimal single and multiple-deck play, simple
card counting systems you can use to beat most games, plus advanced techniques known only
by a handful of pros.To guide you on your way, I have divided the book into three sections to help



your progression from amateur play right up to the top pro level. There are many secrets
revealed in these pages that the casinos don’t want you to know, and for good reason: They are
the strategies professionals use to make their living at the casinos’ expense!In the first section,
Earning Your White Belt, we cover the rules and basics of blackjack, and why you can beat the
game—with the odds! You’ll also learn the basic strategies needed to beat single and multiple-
deck games, plus easy-to-use card-counting strategies that are perfect for the realistic
conditions you’ll actually face in the casinos. You’ll learn about the Red Seven, Hi-Lo Lite, and
Zen counts, simple ways to increase your edge against the casino, table conditions that
influence profit margins, and key bankrolling decisions that are vital to your success.In the
second section, Earning Your Green Belt, we take an in-depth look at professional betting
strategies as well as table-hopping, playing multiple hands, and the principles the pros use to
decrease flux. We also cover depth-charging, opposition betting, deception, camouflage,
surviving surveillance, and more insider secrets.The third section, Earning Your Black Belt, is for
the very serious player. The key topics here are known by few players and are covered in great
detail: shuffle tracking, team play and all the issues associated with it—the gorilla (big player),
bankroll risks, polygraph testing, investment deals, spotter teams, casinos that cheat, traveling
with cash, milking the casino comps, and much more—plus the many secrets professional
players use to remain anonymous in the casinos that would bar them from play if they knew who
they were.Remarkably, more than forty years after Edward O. Thorp’s Beat the Dealer (1962)
was published, the game of casino blackjack offers greater profit opportunities to intelligent
players than at any time in the history of the game. Few would have predicted this back in 1962,
when the only state in the union where you could legally play casino blackjack was Nevada, and
blackjack was a distant second to craps in popularity. But, Ed Thorp didn’t just write a book in
1962; he transformed an industry and altered the consciousness of literally millions of casino
players throughout the world.If you’re a serious blackjack player who wants to beat the casinos
for serious money; if you’re considering a career as a professional player, this is the book for you.
Let’s get started.Why This New Edition?With this expanded edition of Blackbelt in Blackjack, my
goal is to make it the single best, and most comprehensive, book on card counting available. I
will cover every important topic and concept, in order to provide an overview and a working
knowledge of how to do it, how to get away with it, and how to advance from amateur to
professional, if that’s your plan.For most players, who are not looking for a professional career at
the tables, this book should provide all the information you need to succeed as a card counter.
You will learn how to count cards at the same level as the top pros, how to judge profitable
games and avoid unbeatable ones, and how to disguise your skills from casino pit bosses and
surveillance agents in order to take the money and keep the welcome mat out for your return. If
your ultimate goal is to do this at high stakes, playing blackjack for a living and soaking the
casinos for megabucks, then this book is your launching pad. You may use it as a guide to take
your blackjack career as far as you want to go.I have attempted to organize the material so that
even if you consider yourself a rank beginner, you may start your education here. In the opening



chapters, I assume that you do not even know the rules and procedures of how to play the game.
You’ll find that I have followed this initial primer on the game with the simplest card counting
system that can beat most games, and as you get deeper into the material, as increasingly
advanced strategies are provided, I have attempted throughout to present explanations of not
only how these strategies may be employed, but why they work, and which types of games they
may be used in.What’s New?This 2005 edition of Blackbelt in Blackjack is a major expansion of
the 1998 edition. Part I, “Earning Your White Belt,” contains, in addition to a full explanation of
three different card counting systems, discussions on “phony” systems as well as problem
gambling. Neither of these topics are covered by most books on card counting, but I feel they are
of prime importance to those who are new to advantage play, and especially to those who are
considering investing serious time and money.In Part II, “Earning Your Green Belt,” I have greatly
expanded the discussion on “table conditions,” or how to choose a profitable game. In the past
seven years, many forms of “pseudo-blackjack” have been appearing in casinos. Some of these
new variations on the game are patented “scams,” with names like “Spanish 21” or “SuperFun
21,” where the rules seem so liberal as to be almost too good to be true; others are just sneaky
forms of traditional blackjack with seemingly “minor” changes, such as blackjacks paying 6 to 5
instead of 3 to 2, or the game is a “fake” single-deck or two-deck game, where the decks are
actually being removed from a larger six- or eight-deck shoe. I have also augmented the
information on bet-sizing, answering another question that concerns all card counters: How
much should I bet in any given game?There’s a lot more information on camouflaging your play,
avoiding detection by casino surveillance, and many of the legal issues that concern card
counters. If you are considering playing casino blackjack for high stakes, either as a career or
simply as an adventure, you must always keep in mind that this can be a risky business. Card
counting is legal, and the biggest problem most counters ever have is being barred from the
tables if their skill is discovered; but for those who play at the highest levels, the hazards are
greater. The casinos sell gambling to the public as “fun,” emphasizing the possibility of winning
money from the house. In fact, the casinos expect every player to lose money at their games in
the long run. All that glitz and glamour is simply there to lure in the fish, and if they think you’re
going to walk out with their money, your action will not be welcome.Just because a casino may
offer a game that can be beaten with skillful play does not mean that skillful players are
welcome. In fact, using those cameras in the ceiling bubbles, they monitor every big bettor at
their tables in order to detect those who might be playing the game with unusual ability. When
they find such a player at a high-stakes game, the reaction is swift and not always pleasant; in
many cases, the casinos have violated laws themselves in dealing with professional gamblers.
Because these types of incidents have become more frequent and more severe in the past few
years, I think every book on card counting should provide players with information on how to
handle these types of problems. What if you are kicked out of a casino? What if casino security
wants to escort you to a “back room?” What if they refuse to cash out your chips? You should
know your rights and how to handle some of the common situations that advantage players



encounter.In Part III, “Earning Your Black Belt,” I’ve added more material on playing on teams or
with a partner, taking advantage of casino promotions, hustling comps, playing in foreign
countries, playing on the Internet, traveling with large amounts of cash, and protecting yourself
from dealers who cheat—and, yeah, some of them do.A Little History…Little is known of the
original blackjack counting systems. In Beat the Dealer, Ed Thorp discusses a number of the first
systems developers who had colorful names like “Greasy John” and “Stem Smitty.” They had
privately worked out crude but effective blackjack strategies that they used to win their
livelihoods from the Las Vegas blackjack tables. Until the early sixties and the publication of Dr.
Thorp’s book, most casinos felt that blackjack systems were like all other gambling systems, a
lot of bunk. Prior to Thorp, the only “card counting” system that was recognized by the casinos as
valid was “casing the aces,” in which a player would markedly increase his bet (say from $5 to
$500) in the second half of the deck if no aces had been dealt in the first half. Crude as this
counting technique was, it was effective and the casinos knew it. Unfortunately, it was extremely
easy for the casinos to detect. Because it was such a weak method, and because the players
who used it rarely followed anything resembling proven basic strategy, a huge betting spread
was necessary for the system to gain an advantage over the house.Then, in 1956, a group of
mathematicians led by Roger Baldwin tediously applied the methods of statistical analysis to the
game of blackjack and developed a basic strategy which they published in a technical journal for
mathematicians. This strategy, if followed rigorously, would narrow the house edge, making
blackjack close to a break-even proposition for the player over the long run. Though a colloquial
version of this paper was later published in book form, few gamblers took notice. Gamblers
wanted winning systems, not “break even” systems.One person who took particular note of this
technical paper was Dr. Edward O. Thorp, a mathematician. He saw that Baldwin’s strategy had
been devised on old-fashioned mechanical adding machines, but he had access to what, in the
early sixties, was a sophisticated computer. He wrote a more precise program than had been
used by the Baldwin group, and subsequently developed a more accurate strategy.Blackjack is
a difficult game to analyze mathematically because the depletion of the deck constantly alters
the makeup of the remaining cards, constantly altering the probabilities of winning or losing. It
occurred to Dr. Thorp that using a computer he could analyze just how the makeup of the deck
affected the possible outcomes of the various hands. His method was unique. He wrote a
program to analyze the best strategy and what a player can expect in the long run, assuming
various cards had been removed from the deck. He noted that the player’s chance of winning
was dramatically increased when fives left the deck. In fact, to remove any of the “low” cards—2,
3, 4, 5, 6, or 7—worked in the player’s favor in varying degrees. On the other hand, if tens or
aces were removed, the player’s chances were badly hurt.Thorp’s first winning strategy was
based on counting fives. He recommended betting heavily when they were depleted, and also
playing a slightly different strategy when no fives were in the deck. His next innovation—upon
which most winning card counting systems in use today are based—was called the “ten-count.”
In this system, tens and nontens were counted separately. Larger bets were placed as the



proportion of tens to non-tens in the deck became larger.The ten-count system, as Thorp
created it, was not easy to learn or apply in a casino. It required keeping two separate
“backward” counts, and computing the ratio of tens to non-tens prior to betting and strategy
decisions. Thorp played his system with what today would be considered a wild betting spread,
sometimes jumping from a table-minimum bet of a dollar to a table-maximum of $500. Casinos
were unaware of the power of Thorp’s system, especially when they saw some of the “unusual”
plays he made—like splitting 8s vs. dealer up-cards of tens and aces—and many continued
dealing their single-deck, hand-held games to him down to the last card. Players able to use
Thorp’s system had an enormous advantage over the house, and players capable of following
even a crude approximation of the strategy could win big if they used even a moderate betting
spread in the deeply dealt single-deck games that predominated.Once the Vegas casinos
realized a legitimate winning system was being employed at their blackjack tables, they took
drastic action, changing the rules of the game. This was in 1964, eight years after the first
publication of the relatively accurate basic strategy, and two years after the advent of Thorp’s
Beat The Dealer.The rule changes did not last long because, to the casinos’ dismay, players
stayed away from the tables rather than play against the new rules. Casinos began losing a lot of
money. So, bracing themselves for the worst, they changed back to the original rules.The worst
never came; in fact, the opposite occurred—blackjack became the most popular table game in
U.S. casinos. Everyone, it seemed, believed they could beat the game, but few put in the time
and effort to learn a legitimate system. Many blackjack systems were sold that were not
mathematically valid, and players who did have valid systems often had no understanding of
normal fluctuation. They overbet their limited bankrolls and tapped out before they ever had a
chance to see the long run profits. Most importantly, casinos learned to recognize card counters
by their playing styles.Card counters jumped their bets suddenly, they paid inordinate attention
to everybody’s cards, they were quiet, they concentrated, and they didn’t drink or socialize. They
were often young collegiate types who didn’t fit in with the normal run of tourists and vacationing
businessmen.Once spotted, a suspected card counter would be silently observed by the pit
boss or “eye in the sky.” If suspicions were confirmed, the dealer would be signaled to “shuffle-
up” on the counter. If the suspect changed tables, the “heat” would follow him. If he did not leave
the casino, he would be asked to leave the blackjack tables, and ultimately ordered to leave the
casino. Thus, the casinos weeded out the few competent players and let hoards of fools who
thought they could beat the tables with sloppy play and invalid systems play to their hearts’
content.The Game TodayA small number of card counters have still managed to profit from the
game of blackjack. Two factors contribute to the success of the present day counter. First of all,
he knows the basic math of the game—he has studied valid systems and has a realistic attitude
about his long and short run expectations. Secondly, he knows the basic psychology of the
casino environment. He understands how casinos detect counters and disguises his play. He is
an actor; if he senses heat, he leaves, maybe returning later when different casino personnel are
running the show. He doesn’t take chances. There are lots of casinos.Although four decades



have passed since the first valid card counting system was published, many casinos still offer
beatable blackjack games, and the math of card counting is easier than ever. The systems
presented in this book are among the easiest-to-learn professional level systems ever devised.
This does not mean that you can learn to beat the game of blackjack in an hour. If you are
serious about playing for profit, you should plan to spend quite a bit of time studying and
practicing. I will say this, however: Any person with average math ability could learn to count
cards at a professional level.The difficulty of making money as a card counter isn’t in the
arithmetic, but in the psychology. Some people are good actors; some are not. Some are adept
at reading attitudes and manipulating people, and some aren’t. To make it as a card counter, you
must often be friendly to dealers and pit bosses, while at the same time deceiving them into
thinking you’re just another dumb gambler. Most card counters who experience any long-term
success thrive on this exhilarating espionage-like aspect of the game. You must be part rogue
and part charlatan. You must be cool under pressure. You must have enough money behind you
to weather losing streaks without financial worry. You must thrill to beating the casinos at their
own game. If you’re not in it for the fun as much as for the money, you’ll never make it as a
counter. Card counting is boring, once mastered. It’s work. Few who try card counting stick with
it. It’s like most games—chess, tennis, even the stock market; many people “know how to play,”
but only a few become masters.I realize that most of the readers of this book will not go on to
become masters of blackjack strategy. With this in mind, you’ll find many simplified, albeit less
powerful, methods that the casual player may use to win at the blackjack tables. I will also
attempt to provide clear explanations of the more powerful techniques so that the casual player
will at least understand how and why the advanced systems work. By understanding these
concepts, a beginning player who has not developed the skill to apply them will, hopefully,
realize his limited abilities, and will not entertain false visions of himself as an unbeatable
player.One thing you must remember: Casinos don’t give money away; you have to take it. And
contrary to appearances, casinos are holding on to their money with both fists. You’ve got to be
slick to take them on for high stakes, and walk away with your shirt.SECTION ONE EARNING
YOUR WHITE BELTSECTION ONEEARNINGYOURWHITE BELTTHE GREAT BLACKJACK
HOAX2THE GREAT BLACKJACK HOAX An Irreverent Overview of Card CountingForty-five
years ago, the top casino table game in this country, in terms of gross revenues, was craps.
Craps was an all-American pastime during World War II, and after the war the state of Nevada
provided a way for old war buddies to get together and shoot dice through the years.Today,
thanks to Ed Thorp, casinos make their money from blackjack players. They make a lot of money
from bad card counters as well. Authors and system-peddlers also make a lot of money from
blackjack players who are, or want to be, card counters. It’s a big business, but the people who
make the most money from it are not the counters themselves but the casinos. Card counters,
on the whole, are losing money on their investments. Players who actually profit from card
counting form a small, elite group.A Card Counter Is BornI am a card counter. I got hooked on
blackjack thirty years ago to the point of obsession. I love the game; there’s nothing as exciting



as beating a casino and walking out the door with more money in your pockets than when you
entered. To walk in with the ability to beat the house, knowing the casino will do everything it can
to stop you, gives a James Bond, Spy-vs-Spy flavor to the experience. The heart races. The
feeling is not unlike that which I recall from my childhood when all the kids in my neighborhood
would choose up sides for “cops and robbers.” I’d forgotten how much fun it was to hide, sneak,
run, hold your breath in anticipation…Then I discovered card counting. It took me a year of
weekend trips to Nevada, some dozen books on card counting, and another half-dozen books
on mathematics, to learn that I didn’t have enough money to play the game professionally. Prior
to the 1980s, many blackjack authors seemed to neglect the risk factor, and didn’t provide much
guidance on bet-sizing according to bankroll. The counter’s edge is small, and the fluctuation of
capital is huge. If you don’t have enough money, you won’t last.I’ll never forget my first trip to
Nevada as a card counter. I was driving a car that was 15 years old and over the hill—it guzzled
gas and leaked oil. Winding up through the Sierra Nevada Mountains on my way to Lake Tahoe
and the casinos of Stateline, I had to stop twice to add a quart of oil and give my overheated
wreck a rest. I was with a friend, and we were splitting the cost of the trip. The way we figured it,
after paying for gas, oil, motel room and meals, we’d have about $55 left over to play at the $1
blackjack tables.When I pulled over to the shoulder of the road for my second oil stop, I said to
my friend, “It’s hard to believe that we’re on our way to becoming wealthy. I hope my car makes it
up this damn mountain.”“A year from now,” my friend responded, “you’ll look back on this day and
laugh. This is just the beginning.”One year and a dozen trips to Nevada later, I thought back to
that first trip and I laughed. I was again on my way to Stateline, this time alone. My car had long
since broken down, beyond repair, and I didn’t have the money to replace it. I was traveling by
bus, and the way I figured it, if I was ahead by twenty-five bucks the first day, I could get a motel
room and stay for another day. Otherwise, it was back to the Greyhound station that night. About
that time I started to realize I’d been fooling myself into believing I’d get rich easily at this card
game.Why Blackjack Is So PopularBlackjack is the casinos’ best moneymaker precisely
because people believe the game can be beaten. Casinos are forever bemoaning their losses to
card counters, and constantly changing their rules and dealing procedures to make their games
tougher for these feared blackjack experts. Casino floormen, with increasing frequency,
unceremoniously bar suspected counters from their tables. Promoting this paranoia is one of the
most successful advertising campaigns ever developed. Not one person in a thousand has what
it takes to make any significant amount of money playing blackjack, but hundreds of thousands
of people have given it a try. Card counting is not difficult for the dedicated practitioner, but few
people are dedicated enough, and, as most players discover the hard way, there is more to
being a successful card counter than the ability to count cards.In cynical moments, I see the
American public being taken for a ride by the strange bedfellows of the casino industry and the
blackjack systems sellers. A tremendous effort is being made to convince people that card
counters can get rich quick at the casino blackjack tables.I don’t mean to imply that all blackjack
system sellers are trying to bilk the public—I am a system seller. I’m the author of nine books on



casino blackjack, and have written operating manuals for two home computer blackjack
programs, and articles on card counting for numerous magazines, and I’ve acted as informal
consultant for a number of high-stakes international counting teams. I know the game can be
beaten. I have played professionally for many years myself, and I know many full- and part-time
card counters who regularly take the tables for piles of money. I know a few players who have
made fortunes playing blackjack.But the successful pros are few and far between. Their
dedication to the game is beyond that of the average counter—they live and breathe blackjack.
They devour every written word on the subject; they drill and practice until they count cards in
their sleep. They know professional blackjack as a dog-eat-dog business.Some blackjack
system authors have been honest about their negative experiences at the blackjack tables. Most
publishers, however, aren’t so forthright, and the media in general isn’t any better. It’s not
newsworthy to say, “Gambler loses money.” Advertisements for blackjack systems promise
everything from instant wealth to private airplanes and priced-to-move personal islands.The
average player has no way of knowing that the author of his system objects to the publisher’s
advertising claims, and sometimes to large portions of the ghostwritten text. In fact, publishers,
promoters, and imitators have abused the most respected names in the field of
blackjack.Compound all of this misinformation about card counting with the dozens of books on
the market that teach totally inaccurate count strategies, “money management” systems,
strategies so weak as to be a complete waste of time or too difficult for anyone to master, and
you can begin to fathom why card counting is the best thing that ever happened to the casino
industry in this country.The Great Blackjack MythIn New Jersey, in 1982, representing himself
before the state supreme court, the late Ken Uston, renowned author of numerous books on
card counting, won a landmark case against the casinos. Today, the fourteen Atlantic City
casinos may no longer bar skillful players from their tables. The immediate response of the
casinos to this law was to stop dealing a game that card counters could beat. This is, and always
has been, a very easy thing for the casinos to do. Converting their 6-deck shoes to 8-deck
shoes, the dealers were simply instructed to deal out only four decks between shuffles. Voilà!
Card counting became a waste of time!Within a few months, however, the A.C. casinos threw in
the towel and reverted to their prior practice of cutting off only two decks. In an unofficial boycott
reminiscent of what happened in Nevada eighteen years earlier when some Las Vegas casinos
tried to change the rules of the game to thwart Thorp’s followers, the players again forced the
casinos to loosen up or lose it all.Never forget that blackjack exists as a beatable game only
because the casinos choose to keep it that way. They do not need mechanical shuffle machines,
or electronic card readers, or any other high-tech contraptions to eliminate the potential profits
that card counters might extract from the tables. A simple change of rules or dealing procedures
could make every blackjack game in the world unbeatable by any card counting system, no
matter how advanced, in an instant. But the casinos simply cannot afford to let that happen.To
this day, however, the 8-deck shoes still predominate in Atlantic City, making them some of the
most difficult blackjack games in the world. Many Nevada casinos, as well as casinos in some



two-dozen other states and around the globe, currently offer blackjack games that are
unprofitable for card counters, primarily due to the large betting spread necessary to get a small
edge. In most cases, casinos protect their games from counters with poor deck penetration. The
casinos, naturally, want players to believe that every unbeatable sucker trap, just because it is
called “blackjack,” is still a game of skill. It is common knowledge among casino executives that
hopeful but incompetent and self-deluded card counters, like other “system players,” are a major
source of income. If card counters actually stopped playing blackjack in the lousy Atlantic City
games, the casinos’ blackjack profits would nosedive.What many people—including most card
counters, system sellers, dealers, pit bosses, and the media at large—fail to comprehend is that
being a successful professional card counter takes no less ability, study, dedication, time, and
luck than any other profession. Card counters attempt to inconspicuously, legally, and
consistently siphon large sums of money from a multi-billion dollar industry, which utilizes the
most advanced surveillance techniques this side of the Pentagon.Most card counters believe in
the Great Blackjack Myth that flatly states that a card counter can beat the game of casino
blackjack. The truth is that some card counting strategies can beat some blackjack games,
depending on the number of decks being shuffled together, the number of players at the table,
the number of cards being dealt out prior to reshuffling, the rule variations, the betting spread
being employed, the size of the counter’s bankroll, the actual skill of the player at applying the
system, and so on. In casinos outside of New Jersey, the threat of being barred causes many
counters to kill their own chances of winning. In Atlantic City, despite the no-barring law, card
counters must still hide their skill because the casinos may enforce other betting restrictions on
suspected counters, which eliminate the potential profits from counting cards. So, counters seek
out more crowded, less conspicuous tables. They hold down their betting spreads, and they
make occasional “dumb” playing decisions. All of these camouflage tactics cut into, and often
kill, the counter’s small potential edge.Card counters, as a subculture, have developed a unique
jargon. One term that all counters understand is “heat,” which means that a pit boss is sweating
your action, dealers shuffle the cards any time you raise your bet, or, worst of all, a floorman
reads you your rights: “You may play any of the casino games except blackjack; if you attempt to
place a bet at any blackjack table, you may be arrested for trespassing.”Many counters think
they’re getting away with murder when they don’t get heat from casinos. The truth is that the
casinos are swarming with counters, and most are easily detectable. By standing behind
crowded blackjack tables, and counting down the cards as they are dealt, I can spot many
obvious card counters in the course of a few hours. If I can spot them so easily, you can be sure
the casino counter-catchers can spot them. Most counters follow obvious betting schemes, and
to be sure, most counters are likely to get heat at one point or another in their playing careers,
especially if they don’t camouflage their play, although most of the time counters are not
bothered by casino personnel. If the casinos actually gave heat to all the card counters at their
tables, they would lose hundreds of customers, and their money, every busy night.I’m not trying
to give the impression that dealers and pit bosses are talented con artists who can act like



they’re afraid of card counters while knowing most counters are losers. Lower-level casino
employees, such as dealers and pit bosses, know very little about card counting, and even those
few who are trained to count cards in order to recognize their adversaries, often believe that all
card counters pose a real threat to their profits.There is no reason for the upper management of
the casinos to educate dealers and pit bosses about the realities of card counting. Dealers and
pit bosses, like many in the gambling subculture, are often highly superstitious, and ignorant of
the mathematics of any of the games themselves. Counters love to share stories about
superstitious pit bosses, and to most, casino management is dumb. This reminds me of Lenny
Bruce’s “Religions, Inc.” bit where the fire-and-brimstone preacher is accused of being dumb.
“Yeah, I`m a big dummy,” he responds to his detractors. “I’ve got two Lincoln Continentals, that’s
how damn dumb I am!”The Future of BlackjackSo, where is this all going? Are the days
numbered for card counters? Many players fear this may be so, especially considering all the
technological countermeasures that have been developed in the past decade.Automatic
shuffling machines are being introduced on more and more tables. These devices make shuffle
tracking impossible, and they make it faster, and cheaper, for the dealers to shuffle more
frequently. The new continuous shuffle machines make card counting itself impossible. Various
types of “auto-peek” devices are now extensively employed to read the dealers’ hole-cards,
eliminating the possibilities of most legal hole-card strategies—tell play, warp play, first-
basing.Surveillance software that analyzes the skill levels of blackjack players is now used in
many major casinos. Counters who have fooled the pit bosses for years suddenly are called up
on a computer. Prototypes of “smart” blackjack tables—equipped with shoes that can read the
cards as they’re dealt, keep track of the players’ hands and strategies, and record the players’
betting histories via magnetized chips—are now being introduced in Nevada.Even more
ominous than these technological horrors are the legal problems card counters face. In Nevada,
the Gaming Control Board is supposed to be an agency that protects the rights of both the
casinos and the players, ensuring the fairness of the games. To the consternation of blackjack
players, this official state agency has officially taken the position that Nevada’s cheating statute,
which prohibits the casinos from altering the table games in a way that would change the
frequency of the payouts, does not apply to blackjack. Because of this ruling, many Nevada
casinos now train their dealers in hand-held games to count cards and shuffle up any time the
game favors the players, only dealing when the cards favor the house.In New Jersey, the state
supreme court has ruled that players whose civil rights have been violated by the casinos—even
if those players are cheated at the tables—may not sue the casinos for damages. They must
settle their differences with the Casino Control Commission, a state agency which claims no
authority to order monetary reparations to casino patrons.Card counters must accept the fact
that the state gaming regulatory agencies are often corrupt. These “protective” agencies are in
fact puppets of the casinos, controlled by that immensely wealthy industry. As a result, one of the
most rewarding aspects of card counting is taking money from some truly evil entities. The
dealers, pit bosses, shift managers, hosts, and most of the people a card counter will actually



come into contact with in the casinos, are not themselves corrupt; they’re worker ants, in the
same way that people who work on the assembly line at a cigarette factory, or a munitions plant,
are just people who have found a job to do, and they try to do it well in order to pay the rent and
raise their families.But lurking in the shadows of this gambling business are some truly slimy
bastards. If you get into card counting with any serious amount of money, you will learn firsthand
what a nasty business this is. Though it has been shown over and over in the courts that card
counting is perfectly legal—nothing more than using your brain to play your hands—counters are
viewed within the industry as parasites, cheats, and enemies to be eliminated by whatever
means necessary.Casinos throughout the world keep “mug books” of card counters’ names and
photographs, and these photos are hawked and sold on the open market. Despite the fact that
these blacklists might violate various consumer laws, the Fair Credit Reporting Act, civil rights,
laws against libel, slander, and the invasion of privacy, the state courts and police agencies
throughout the U.S. and around the world systematically use these mug books to harass card
counters and deny them access to the gaming tables.The mega-corporations that have taken
over the casino industry have money and political power; professional gamblers, on the other
hand, are nobodies, and lawmakers know which side their bread is buttered on. The majority of
the American public is ignorant of the issues, and the small handful of professional players who
see their civil rights being trampled are like a small voice in the wilderness.When Bill Bible, the
Chairman of the Nevada Gaming Control Board, was appointed by President Clinton to the new
Federal Commission on Gaming in 1997, the American press reported extensively on the
opposition to this appointment by the religious right. The debate centered on the pro-gambling
vs. anti-gambling issues, with Bible portrayed by the right wing as the penultimate pro-gambling
apologist. Ironically, all the professional gamblers I knew were more vehemently opposed to
Bible’s appointment than the anti-gambling lobby, as he is held by many to be personally
responsible for the Nevada casinos’ right to violate the state’s cheating statutes at blackjack.So,
is this forty-plus-year war with the casinos almost over? Is this the beginning of the end? Hardly.
Despite the technology, politics, legal persecution, and immense financial strength of the casino
industry, I remain optimistic. With legal blackjack games now being offered in more than 25
states, there are more profit opportunities for card counters today than at any time in the history
of card counting. Despite four-plus decades of stupid, sometimes illegal, and often very costly
countermeasures, the casinos are not so stupid as to give up all their profits from their biggest
moneymaking table game.Blackjack as a SportPeople enjoy taking risks, and gambling, of any
type, is a rush. Casino blackjack combines this run for the money with a competitive angle, a
game of wit and subterfuge. Every turn of the cards is a cliffhanger. Blackjack has become
popular not because most people think they can get rich playing it, but because it has been
shown to be a game of skill. Card counting is more interesting than picking a number on a
roulette wheel, more challenging than pulling the handle of a slot machine. Many people who
play blackjack have little interest in any of the other casino games, and most do not seriously
dream of getting rich at the blackjack tables. Like myself, they are often people who had never



entered a casino until they’d discovered that one of the games could be beaten by applying an
intelligent, systematic strategy. It’s unfortunate that so many gurus, authors, and publishers
believe that people have to be tantalized by great wealth to interest them in casino blackjack.
You don’t have to make a hundred thousand dollars to make this game exciting. If you’re
dedicated and you practice hard, you’ll come out ahead of the game in the long run. Why risk
your life savings? For most people, the reward is in the play, not the pay.Many years ago, I
realized that the fastest way to make money from card counting would be to open my own
casino. Unfortunately, my $300 savings was not sufficient seed capital for this venture. I did the
next best thing—I started selling inside information to other players. I set up a network of
professional players, mathematicians, and computer experts to share facts, experiences, and
research, and started publishing a quarterly technical journal. But, I never stopped playing the
game for fun, mostly for “nickel” ($5) chips. In the past few years, my connections with
professional blackjack teams and big-money players have enabled me to play a lot more at
higher stakes, but the game has remained just that for me, and the challenge still means as
much as the money.I wouldn’t advise any new blackjack enthusiast to quit work and hock his car
in order to stake his million-dollar fantasy. If, as you practice basic strategy, you feel the urge to
dream about piloting your own airplane to your private island in the Caribbean, think of these
reveries in the same way that thousands of chess players imagine going head-to-head with
Garry Kasparov, or the way a tennis player might fantasize about playing Roger Federer. The fact
that only a handful of tennis players will ever be professionals does not keep millions of
amateurs from playing with true passion.If you have a passion for blackjack, and you apply
yourself diligently, the game will likely pay you dividends in both money and enjoyment. There
are, to be sure, a handful of blackjack legends who have made a fortune from the tables, and
there are many more unknowns who have done the same, steadily, quietly, and unsung. I
suspect a few readers of this book may ultimately join those professional players; I know a few
readers of the last edition did. For all I know, you may be among the pros by the time the next
edition of this book rolls off the press.For me, a major joy of this game, however, will still come
from discovering, analyzing, and revealing its secrets. Over the next fifteen years, I expect to see
shuffle-tracking strategies expounded upon by other authors. I feel sure that “lite” strategy tables
—simplified strategy charts that are easy-to-use—will gain popularity. I expect to see more
running-count systems with accurate “Kelly” betting strategies, and further variations on my
simplified methods of true count adjustments. I also expect the casino industry to continue
moaning and crying, as a small handful of players get smarter, the games get tougher,
surveillance gets more high-tech, and the majority of card counters keep losing their shirts, due
to their own sloppy play and general incompetence.The information that follows is the
information you need to keep a few steps ahead of the casinos. Study it. Learn it. And give ’em
hell.3BLACKJACKBefore learning any winning strategy, it’s important that you familiarize
yourself with the game of blackjack, as played in a casino, including all its rules, procedures, and
options.Blackjack is one of the easiest casino games to play. After an hour of practice with a



deck of cards, following the procedures in this chapter, you will find that you can comfortably
play blackjack in any casino. You cannot beat the game this easily, but the rules and procedures
are simple enough that anyone could understand and play the game with this small amount of
practice.The DealThe cards are dealt from the dealer’s left to right, thus the designation of the
first seat on the dealer’s left as first base. The last seat is referred to as third base.Blackjack was
originally dealt from a single 52-card deck of standard playing cards. Many casinos now shuffle
together anywhere from two to eight decks. If more than two decks are used, the shuffled cards
are placed into a specially designed box on the table called a shoe, which facilitates dealing.The
object of the game is to get a total of 21, or as close to it as possible, without going over 21, or
busting, and beating the total of the dealer’s hand. Players do not play against each other, but
rather against the dealer, who follows house rules in playing his hand. If a player and dealer tie, it
is called a push, and neither wins. If the player busts, he loses even if the dealer busts.In totaling
the hands, cards valued 2 through 9 count exactly at their face value, while cards valued 10,
jack, queen, and king each count for 10. The ace may count as either 1 or 11, whichever the
player prefers.A card’s suit is irrelevant. Any two-card hand that consists of one ace and one ten-
valued card is called a blackjack, or a natural, and is an automatic win, paid off at the rate of $3
to every $2 bet, or 1 1/2 to 1.The TableThis is how a casino blackjack table appears from the
top:The large circles represent the seats, which can accommodate one to seven players. The
small rectangles represent the marked areas on the table where players place their bets. There
is usually a limit sign posted on the table, which states the minimum and maximum bets allowed.
Table minimums may run from $1 to $100, and maximums may run from $25 to $10,000. $5
minimum tables are most common, and some states, such as Colorado, have $5 maximums.
Some casinos, but not all, also post the rule variations for their games on the table.“Hard” Hands
and “Soft” HandsSOFT HAND:Any hand in which an ace can be counted as 11, without busting,
is a soft hand.Example: You hold an ace and a 7, totaling a soft 18. Another example: You hold
an ace, a 9, and an 8, which is a hard 18. In this case, if you counted the ace as 11, your total
would be 28, a bust. It’s important that you be able to read your hand’s total value, hard or soft,
quickly and effortlessly. When you begin to learn winning strategies, you’ll find that hard and soft
hands require different decisions. (Remember, any hand with no aces is always considered a
hard hand.)The Play of the HandsThe dealer shuffles the deck or decks, and then offers the
shuffled cards to be cut by a player. Sometimes, in hand-held games, games where the dealer
physically holds the cards in his hands when he deals, this cut is done exactly as in any home
game. The dealer sets the cards on the table, and a player simply cuts a portion of the cards
from the top of the deck onto the table. In all shoe games, games where the cards are kept in a
plastic device known as a shoe, however, and in most hand-held games, a “cut card” is used.
The is a specially colored card that a player inserts into the deck to indicate the cut point, where
the dealer then completes the cut.After the cut, the dealer burns a card, and sometimes multiple
cards. This means that he removes the top card(s) to the bottom of the deck in a single-deck
game, or into the discard tray in a shoe game.Before any cards are dealt, all bets must be



placed. Each player has a betting spot on the table on which his wager is made. The dealer then
deals two cards to each player. The players’ cards may be dealt face up or face down. In hand-
held games, facedown is more common, while in shoe games face-up is typical. Since players
do not play against each other, but only against the dealer, and since the dealer must play his
hand according to preset house rules regardless of what any player holds, it makes no
difference for most basic strategy players if the hands are dealt face up or face down. If the cards
are dealt face up, players are not allowed to touch their cards. If dealt face down, each player
must pick up his two cards in order to see his hand and make his playing decisions.InsuranceIn
most U.S. casinos, insurance is allowed. Prior to playing any hands, if the dealer’s upcard is an
ace, he will ask, “insurance?” To understand this option, you must know that if the dealer’s first
two cards are an ace and a ten-valued card—blackjack—he will automatically beat every player
hand on the table except for another blackjack, which would push his hand.So, when the dealer
shows an ace upcard, the player hands are in danger. By offering insurance, the dealer gives the
players a chance to make a side-bet that he has a natural, i.e., a ten-valued card in the hole.
Note the specially marked area on the table layout for insurance bets. If the player is willing to
bet that the dealer does, in fact, have a ten-valued card in the hole, for a blackjack, the player
places an amount of money equal to up to one-half his original bet in the insurance space. So, if
a player has $10 bet on the hand, he may make an insurance bet of up to $5, but no more.After
all insurance bets are placed, the dealer peeks at his hole card. If he has a natural, he
immediately turns it up and proceeds to pay off insurance bets, and to collect all original wagers
placed by the players. Since insurance bets are paid at the rate of 2 to 1, a player with a $10
original bet, and a $5 insurance bet, would lose his original $10, since the dealer’s natural is an
automatic win, but would be paid $10 (2 to 1) for his $5 insurance bet. Thus, the player breaks
even.If a player has a blackjack when the dealer has an ace up, instead of offering insurance,
the dealer usually offers “even money” to this player. This means that before the dealer checks
his hole card, the player may accept an even money win for his blackjack. Many players do not
understand that an offer of even money is identical to an offer of insurance when a player has a
blackjack.This is because a player who takes insurance when he has a blackjack will ultimately
be paid even money whether or not the dealer has a ten in the hole. Consider: with $10 bet on
your blackjack hand, and a $5 insurance bet, if the dealer does not have a ten in the hole, then
you’ll lose your $5 insurance bet, but win $15 (1 1/2 to 1) for your $10 blackjack hand. That’s a
net win of $10, or even money.On the other hand, if the dealer does have a ten in the hole, then
you win $10 (2 to 1) on your $5 insurance bet, but push on your $10 blackjack hand, again for a
net win of $10—even money. So, if you have a blackjack, an offer of even money is the same
thing as an offer of insurance.If the dealer doesn’t have a natural, he immediately collects all
insurance bets, and the play of the hands resumes, starting with the first base player and
working clockwise. In some casinos, dealers do not check their hole cards or settle insurance
bets until after the play of the hands.HittingAssuming the player does not have a natural, which
is an automatic win, the player’s most common decision is whether to hit or stand. Hitting is



taking another card; standing is refusing one. Example: A player holds a 5 and an 8 for a total of
13. Wanting to get closer to 21, he signals the dealer for a hit. In a face-up game (i.e., a game in
which all players’ cards are dealt face up, so players are not allowed to touch their cards), the
player signals for a hit by scratching or tapping the tabletop with his finger. In a facedown game
where the player must pick up his first two cards, the player signals for a hit by scratching or
tapping on the tabletop with the edge of his cards. The dealer then deals the player another card
face-up on the table. The player may not touch this or any subsequent cards dealt to him. Let’s
say this card is a deuce—the player may now decide to stand or hit again. The player may hit as
many times as he chooses, so long as his total does not exceed 21.StandingA player signals he
wants to stand by either waving his hand sideways, palm down in a face-up game, or, in a
facedown game, by sliding his original two cards facedown beneath his wager.BustingIn a
facedown game, if a player hits his hand to a total of more than 21, he should immediately lay his
original two cards face up on the table. The dealer will collect the player’s wager. In a face-up
game, players don’t have to do anything, as the dealer will see the bust, sometimes remarking,
“too many,” as he collects the bet.Doubling DownA player may also elect to double down on his
first two cards. This means that the player doubles the size of his bet, and receives one and only
one hit card. In the face-up game players double down by placing an amount of money equal to
the original bet on the table, beside the money already wagered. In the facedown game, the
player places his original two cards face up on the table behind his bet, then places an amount
of money equal to his original bet beside it in his betting spot. A casino may have restrictions on
when a player may double down: Some allow doubling down on any two original cards; others
restrict the play to hard totals of 9, 10, and 11 only, some to 10 and 11 only. There are even a few
casinos that allow doubling down on more than two cards, but this rule variation is rare. Many
casinos allow players to “double for less” than the original wager, but none allow players to
double down for more.Splitting PairsIf a player holds two cards of the same value, he may split
the pair into two separate hands. For example, let’s say you’re dealt two 8s. You do not have to
play this as a single hand totaling 16. By placing an amount of money equal to your original bet
on the table, you may play each 8 as a separate hand. Again, in the face-up game, you do not
touch the cards, but simply take this option by putting your money on the table. In the facedown
game, you separate each of your cards face-up on the table, and add the bet for the second
hand beside one of the cards. When you split aces, most casinos do not allow more than one
additional card on each ace. Likewise, most casinos allow non-ace pairs to be re-split up to four
hands. If, for instance, you split a pair of 8s, and received another 8 on one of the hands, most
casinos would allow you to re-split and play a third hand.Usually, split aces may not be re-split. If
you receive a ten on one of your split aces, this hand counts as 21, but is not a blackjack. You
will not be paid 3 to 2. The dealer will complete his hand, and if he also totals 21, it’s a push.
Most casinos, though, allow you to split any ten-valued cards. For instance, you may split a jack
and a king. Some casinos, however, require that only identical ten-valued cards, such as two
kings, may be split. As with split aces, if you split tens and draw an ace on one of them, it is not



counted as a blackjack.Unless told otherwise, assume the standard pair-splitting rules: Any pair
may be split; any pair, except aces, may be re-split; split aces receive only one card each. There
are also some casinos that allow you to double down after splitting. For instance, you split a pair
of 8s, and on one of the hands you’re dealt a 3 for a total of 11. Some casinos will allow you to
double down on this hand if you like.SurrenderIn a few casinos, the player may surrender his first
two cards and lose only half his bet. This means that the hand will not be played out. The dealer
will collect the player’s cards and exactly one half the amount the player had wagered. The other
half of the wager is returned to the player. Surrender is not allowed if the dealer has a natural, in
which case the player loses his whole bet. When the Atlantic City casinos first opened in the late
1970s, they did allow players to surrender before the dealer checked for a natural. This rule is
called early surrender. It is not currently available in Atlantic City, but has occasionally been
offered at other casinos. (The original surrender rule is now often referred to as late surrender.)
Some casinos in Europe and Asia allow early surrender against a ten, but not against an ace.No
Hole CardIn some casinos, the dealer does not check his hole card until after all the players
complete their hands; in others, the dealer does not even deal his hole card until the players’
hands are completed. This means that the dealer may ultimately get a natural and beat the table.
If a player had doubled down or split a pair, he would lose only his original bet if he were playing
in any U.S. or Canadian casino, but the European no-hole-card rule is different. In most
European casinos, if the player doubles down or splits a pair, he will lose all double and/or split
bets if the dealer gets a natural.Multi-ActionSome casinos use special table layouts that allow
players to place up to three simultaneous bets. In these Multi-Action games, the player will play
his hand once, but the dealer will play out his hand three times. He will use the same upcard, but
will draw a new hole card, and hit cards if necessary, against each successive player bet. In
these games, all other blackjack rules and options remain the same.The Dealer’s HandThe
dealer completes his own hand only after all players have completed theirs. The dealer has no
options: He is not allowed to double down or split any pair, he’s not allowed to surrender, and he
must hit any hand totaling less than 17 and stand on any hand of 17 or more. The only exception
to this is that some casinos require the dealer to hit a soft 17 (such as A, 6). In these casinos, the
dealer stands on hard 17 or over, and soft 18 or over. In no casino does the dealer have any
choice about how to play his hand. He must follow house rules. If, for instance, you are playing in
a face-up game and the dealer sees that you have stood on a total of 15, when his hand totals
16, he does not automatically win. He must hit his hand when his total is less than 17, and he will
only win your bet if he does not bust.That covers all of the rules of standard casino blackjack,
although there are some obscure practices you may encounter that do not affect the game
significantly: A few casinos offer bonuses for certain player hands, such as three sevens, or 6, 7,
8 of the same suit; some casinos offer a blackjack variation called Double Exposure in which
both of the dealer’s first two cards are dealt face up, but the dealer wins all ties. This is a
relatively rare game, requiring a different strategy.A few casinos also offer various side-bet
options—Over/Under, Royal Match, and Super Sevens are among the most common. These



types of options allow the player to place a separate bet, usually in a specially marked area of
the table, and do not affect the play of the regular blackjack hand.WARNING:Many casinos
today also offer games that look like blackjack, but in fact are NOT. At least they’re not the
traditional game that can be beaten with card counting. In some of these games, a blackjack
only pays even money, or 6:5, instead of the traditional 3 to 2. Another variation, in which
blackjacks pay even money, called “Super Fun 21,” (Yeah, super fun for the casino that’s taking
your money!) is a pseudo-blackjack variation that mimics the traditional game. In some games,
ten-value cards have been removed from the shoe, another sucker game to avoid. This awful
game is usually called “Spanish 21.” It was apparently invented during the Spanish Inquisition as
a form of torture!If you have never played blackjack in a casino, then you should spend an hour
playing with a friend or just by yourself, until you feel comfortable with the game. If you have a
computer, there are many excellent and inexpensive software programs available that provide
realistic practice games. When practicing, whether on a computer or your kitchen table, don’t
worry about minor details, such as the precise method of “scratching” for a hit. You’ll understand
the correct signals within a few minutes of observation in a casino. If you’re not quite sure of
some signal or rule variations when you are playing in a casino, the dealer will be happy to
explain if you ask. There is no harm in appearing clueless; casinos cater to tourists, and
explaining the procedures of the games is a regular part of their job.BASIC STRATEGY4BASIC
STRATEGYOnce you understand how to play blackjack, you can get into a game without losing
your bankroll. If you make your decisions by playing your hunches, you will lose in the long run—
there is only one correct decision for any given play, and that decision is based strictly on
mathematics. Whether or not you should hit or stand, double down or split a pair, depends on
what the laws of probability dictate. Mathematicians, using computers, have matched every
possible hand you might hold against every possible dealer upcard—and it’s their way or the
highway.BASIC STRATEGY :Basic strategy is the best way, mathematically, to play your hands if
you are not counting cards.Depending on the rules and the number of decks in use, basic
strategy will usually cut the house edge to no more than about 1/2% over the player. This makes
blackjack the most advantageous game in the casino, even if you are not a card counter.To
explain why various basic strategy decisions work would require extensive mathematical proof.
Unless you understand the math, and have a computer to work it out, you’ll have to accept basic
strategy on faith. There is an underlying logic to basic strategy, however, which can be
understood by anyone who understands the rules of blackjack.Why Basic Strategy WorksIn a 52-
card deck there are 16 ten-valued cards: four tens, four jacks, four queens, and four kings. (For
purposes of simplification, when I refer to a card as a “ten” or “X,” it is understood to mean any
10, jack, queen, or king.) Every other denomination has only four cards, one of each suit. You
are four times more likely to pull a ten out of the deck than, say, a deuce. Because of this, when
the dealer’s upcard is “high” —7, 8, 9, X, or A—he has a greater likelihood of finishing with a
strong total than when his upcard is “low” —2, 3, 4, 5, or 6.So, if the dealer’s upcard is a 7, 8, 9,
X, or A, and you hold a “stiff” —any hand totaling 12 through 16—you would hit. When the



dealer’s hand indicates strength, you do not want to stand with a weak hand. Even though when
you hit a stiff you’re more likely to bust than to make a pat hand, you will lose more money in the
long run if you stand on these weak hands when the dealer shows strength.On the other hand, if
the dealer’s upcard is 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6, and you hold a stiff hand, you should stand. Since he must
hit his stiff hands, and since stiffs bust a large percentage of the time, hitting your weak hand
isn’t the right play.Similarly, if the dealer’s upcard indicates he may be stiff, it’s in your favor to
double down or to split pairs, thereby getting more money onto the table when the dealer has a
good chance of busting. You double down and split pairs less often when the dealer shows a
strong upcard.That’s the basic logic of casino blackjack. There are exceptions to these
oversimplified guidelines, as the actual basic strategy decision for any given hand is determined
by working out all of the mathematical probabilities, but this gives you a working idea of the
strategy.This generic basic strategy may be used for any game. See Appendix for
comprehensive basic strategy according to all rule variations and the specific number of decks
in play.Using the Basic Strategy ChartDo not attempt to learn all aspects of basic strategy at
once, but remember that regardless of the number of decks in play or the rule variations, basic
strategy for any game is essentially the same. Since so few casinos offer early and late
surrender, don’t bother with these options unless you plan to specifically play those tables that
include this variation, or are interested in the academic exercise. Early surrender is not included
in these charts; should you find a casino that offers this option, you will find the basic strategy for
it in the Complete Basic Strategy Chart section in the Appendix.The basic strategy chart
presented here is a “composite” basic strategy, good for any set of rules and any number of
decks. Actually, as these conditions change, some of the basic strategy decisions also change.
Usually, these apply to borderline decisions, and do not significantly change your expectation. I
know a number of high stakes pros that know only one basic strategy, and ignore the fine
changes caused by rule variations and the number of decks in play. In the Appendix, a complete
basic strategy, including all the changes according to rule and deck variations, is presented. This
is for advanced players, or for players who expect to do most of their playing under the same set
of rules and conditions, and who would like to play accurately. For now, I advise learning this
composite basic strategy, which may be all you will ever need.Two pair-splitting tables are
presented here. Note that I use the symbol “$” to denote a pair-split decision. The first pair-split
table assumes that you are not allowed to double down after splitting, and that’s the rule in many
casinos, though in some, including many in the Las Vegas Strip and all of Atlantic City’s, players
are allowed to double down after pair-splits. If you plan to play primarily in these casinos, study
the second table, and note that there are only a few differences between these tables. If you’ll be
playing in games with both rules, just learn the first table, then brush up on the differences prior
to playing in the double-after-split (DAS) casinos. Notice also that I use the symbol “¢” to denote
a basic strategy surrender decision.The charts are straightforward: The player’s hands are listed
vertically down the left side, and the dealer’s up-cards are listed horizontally along the top. Thus,
if you hold a hand totaling 14 against a dealer’s 6, you can see the basic strategy decision is “S,”



or Stand. With a total of 14 against a dealer 7, the “H” indicates you would hit. Note: If your total
of 14 is comprised of a pair of sevens, you must consult the pair-splitting chart first. You can see
that with a pair of sevens against either a dealer 6 or 7, you would split ($) your 7s.Order of
DecisionsUse the basic strategy chart in this order:1. If surrender is allowed, this takes priority
over any other decision. If basic strategy calls for surrender, throw in the hand.2. If you have a
pair, determine whether or not basic strategy calls for a split.3. If you have a possible double
down hand, this play takes priority over hitting or standing. For instance, in Las Vegas and
Atlantic City, you may double down on any two cards. So, with A7 (soft 18) against a dealer 5,
your basic strategy play, as per the chart, is to double down. In Northern Nevada, where you may
usually double down on 10 or 11 only, you should stand. 4. After determining that you do not
want to surrender, split a pair, or double down, consult the “Stand” chart. Always hit a hard total
of 11 or below. Always stand on a hard total of 17 or higher. For all stiff hands, hard 12 through
16, consult the basic strategy chart. Always hit soft 17 (A,6) or below. Always stand on soft 19
(A,8) or higher. With a soft 18 (A,7), consult the chart.How to Practice Basic StrategyStudy the
ChartsAny professional card counter could easily and quickly reproduce from memory a set of
basic strategy charts. Study the charts one section at a time. Start with the hard Stand decisions:
Look at the chart and observe the pattern of the decisions as they appear in the chart—close
your eyes and visualize this pattern. Study the chart once more, then get out your pencil and
paper. Reproduce the hard Stand chart. Do this for each section of the chart separately—hard
Stand, soft Stand, hard Double Down, soft Double Down, Pair-splits, and Surrender. Keep doing
it until you have mastered the charts.Practice with CardsPlace an ace face up on a table to
represent the dealer’s upcard. Shuffle the rest of the cards, then deal two cards face up to
yourself. Do not deal the dealer a downcard. Look at your two cards and the dealer’s ace and
make your basic strategy decision. Check the chart to see if you are correct, but do not complete
your hand. If the decision is “hit,” don’t bother to take the hit card. After you’ve made and double-
checked your decision, deal another two cards to yourself. Don’t bother to pick up your first
hand. Just drop your next, and all subsequent, cards face up on top of the last cards dealt. Go
through the entire deck (25 hands), then change the dealer’s upcard to a deuce, then to a 3, 4,
5, and so on. You should be able to run through a full deck of player hands for all ten dealer
upcards in less than half an hour once you are able to make your decisions without consulting
the charts. Once you start to get the hang of it, every decision should be instantaneous. Strive
for perfection. If you have the slightest doubt about any decision, consult the chart.To practice
your pair-split decisions, which occur less frequently than other decisions, reverse the above
exercise. Deal yourself a pair of aces, then run through the deck changing only the dealer’s
upcard. Then give yourself a pair of deuces, and all the cards that follow. Don’t waste time with
any exercise you don’t need. Your basic strategy for splitting aces, for instance, is always to split
them. You don’t need to run through a whole deck of dealer up-cards every day to practice this
decision. Likewise, basic strategy tells you to always split eights, and never to split fives or tens.
You should concentrate mostly on learning when to split 2s, 3s, 6s, 7s, and 9s, which you’ll



master soon enough.If you learn to play basic strategy without counting cards, most casinos will
have only a 1/2% edge over you, meaning that in the long run, they will win about 50¢ for every
$100 you bet. (In some games, the house advantage over basic strategy players amounts to
slightly more or less.) If you play blackjack for high stakes, it is wise to learn basic strategy, even
if you are not inclined to count cards, as using it accurately will greatly cut your losses.Simplified
Basic StrategyIf you do not intend to learn accurate basic strategy, you can cut the house edge
to about 1% by playing an approximate basic strategy. Follow these rules:1. Never take
insurance.2. If the dealer’s upcard is 7, 8, 9, X, or A, hit until you get to hard 17 or more.3. If the
dealer’s upcard is 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6, stand on all your stiffs, hard hands of 12 through 16.4. Hit all
soft hands of soft 17 (A6) and less.5. Stand on soft 18 (A7) or higher.6. Double down on 10 and
11 against any dealer upcard from 2 through 9.BLACKBELT INBLACKJACK PLAYING 21 AS A
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Comprehensive StrategyComprehensive Basic StrategyComprehensive Hi-Lo Lite
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MaterialsINTRODUCTION1INTRODUCTIONI’m going to show you how to beat the casinos at
blackjack. This is something I know intimately, because I have been doing it for 30 years. I’ve
also spent the past 25 years teaching other players how to beat the casinos. I’m on a mission. I
can’t help myself! It’s not that I hate the casino industry; I just love taking their money. There’s
nothing more fun than walking out of a casino with a few thousand more bucks in your pockets
than you walked in with. Free money! Watch out! It’s addictive! It makes you wonder why anyone
goes to work at a regular job.The only reason you’re not doing this right now is that you don’t
know how to do it yet. Maybe you’ve read other books on card counting, and you can’t figure out
why it’s not working. Read this book. I guarantee you this book is different. You’re going to find a
lot of information here you won’t find in any of the other books, including all the books by self-
proclaimed “experts” who have never in their lives filed their taxes as professional gamblers.
They’re hack writers, hack mathematicians, and hack blackjack players. Read this book. I wish I
had this book when I started playing in 1977. I would have gotten out of my post office job a lot
sooner!I have completely revised and updated Blackbelt in Blackjack to conform to today’s
games and have included information I have never before revealed to a general audience.This
book is a step-by-step complete course on how to beat the casinos at blackjack. Everything you
need to know to win money at the game, from the basics of play and the rules of the game, to the
most advanced systems used by the pros—it’s all within these pages. You’ll learn playing
strategies, basic and advanced betting techniques, optimal single and multiple-deck play, simple
card counting systems you can use to beat most games, plus advanced techniques known only
by a handful of pros.To guide you on your way, I have divided the book into three sections to help
your progression from amateur play right up to the top pro level. There are many secrets
revealed in these pages that the casinos don’t want you to know, and for good reason: They are
the strategies professionals use to make their living at the casinos’ expense!In the first section,
Earning Your White Belt, we cover the rules and basics of blackjack, and why you can beat the
game—with the odds! You’ll also learn the basic strategies needed to beat single and multiple-
deck games, plus easy-to-use card-counting strategies that are perfect for the realistic
conditions you’ll actually face in the casinos. You’ll learn about the Red Seven, Hi-Lo Lite, and



Zen counts, simple ways to increase your edge against the casino, table conditions that
influence profit margins, and key bankrolling decisions that are vital to your success.In the
second section, Earning Your Green Belt, we take an in-depth look at professional betting
strategies as well as table-hopping, playing multiple hands, and the principles the pros use to
decrease flux. We also cover depth-charging, opposition betting, deception, camouflage,
surviving surveillance, and more insider secrets.The third section, Earning Your Black Belt, is for
the very serious player. The key topics here are known by few players and are covered in great
detail: shuffle tracking, team play and all the issues associated with it—the gorilla (big player),
bankroll risks, polygraph testing, investment deals, spotter teams, casinos that cheat, traveling
with cash, milking the casino comps, and much more—plus the many secrets professional
players use to remain anonymous in the casinos that would bar them from play if they knew who
they were.Remarkably, more than forty years after Edward O. Thorp’s Beat the Dealer (1962)
was published, the game of casino blackjack offers greater profit opportunities to intelligent
players than at any time in the history of the game. Few would have predicted this back in 1962,
when the only state in the union where you could legally play casino blackjack was Nevada, and
blackjack was a distant second to craps in popularity. But, Ed Thorp didn’t just write a book in
1962; he transformed an industry and altered the consciousness of literally millions of casino
players throughout the world.If you’re a serious blackjack player who wants to beat the casinos
for serious money; if you’re considering a career as a professional player, this is the book for you.
Let’s get started.Why This New Edition?With this expanded edition of Blackbelt in Blackjack, my
goal is to make it the single best, and most comprehensive, book on card counting available. I
will cover every important topic and concept, in order to provide an overview and a working
knowledge of how to do it, how to get away with it, and how to advance from amateur to
professional, if that’s your plan.For most players, who are not looking for a professional career at
the tables, this book should provide all the information you need to succeed as a card counter.
You will learn how to count cards at the same level as the top pros, how to judge profitable
games and avoid unbeatable ones, and how to disguise your skills from casino pit bosses and
surveillance agents in order to take the money and keep the welcome mat out for your return. If
your ultimate goal is to do this at high stakes, playing blackjack for a living and soaking the
casinos for megabucks, then this book is your launching pad. You may use it as a guide to take
your blackjack career as far as you want to go.I have attempted to organize the material so that
even if you consider yourself a rank beginner, you may start your education here. In the opening
chapters, I assume that you do not even know the rules and procedures of how to play the game.
You’ll find that I have followed this initial primer on the game with the simplest card counting
system that can beat most games, and as you get deeper into the material, as increasingly
advanced strategies are provided, I have attempted throughout to present explanations of not
only how these strategies may be employed, but why they work, and which types of games they
may be used in.What’s New?This 2005 edition of Blackbelt in Blackjack is a major expansion of
the 1998 edition. Part I, “Earning Your White Belt,” contains, in addition to a full explanation of



three different card counting systems, discussions on “phony” systems as well as problem
gambling. Neither of these topics are covered by most books on card counting, but I feel they are
of prime importance to those who are new to advantage play, and especially to those who are
considering investing serious time and money.In Part II, “Earning Your Green Belt,” I have greatly
expanded the discussion on “table conditions,” or how to choose a profitable game. In the past
seven years, many forms of “pseudo-blackjack” have been appearing in casinos. Some of these
new variations on the game are patented “scams,” with names like “Spanish 21” or “SuperFun
21,” where the rules seem so liberal as to be almost too good to be true; others are just sneaky
forms of traditional blackjack with seemingly “minor” changes, such as blackjacks paying 6 to 5
instead of 3 to 2, or the game is a “fake” single-deck or two-deck game, where the decks are
actually being removed from a larger six- or eight-deck shoe. I have also augmented the
information on bet-sizing, answering another question that concerns all card counters: How
much should I bet in any given game?There’s a lot more information on camouflaging your play,
avoiding detection by casino surveillance, and many of the legal issues that concern card
counters. If you are considering playing casino blackjack for high stakes, either as a career or
simply as an adventure, you must always keep in mind that this can be a risky business. Card
counting is legal, and the biggest problem most counters ever have is being barred from the
tables if their skill is discovered; but for those who play at the highest levels, the hazards are
greater. The casinos sell gambling to the public as “fun,” emphasizing the possibility of winning
money from the house. In fact, the casinos expect every player to lose money at their games in
the long run. All that glitz and glamour is simply there to lure in the fish, and if they think you’re
going to walk out with their money, your action will not be welcome.Just because a casino may
offer a game that can be beaten with skillful play does not mean that skillful players are
welcome. In fact, using those cameras in the ceiling bubbles, they monitor every big bettor at
their tables in order to detect those who might be playing the game with unusual ability. When
they find such a player at a high-stakes game, the reaction is swift and not always pleasant; in
many cases, the casinos have violated laws themselves in dealing with professional gamblers.
Because these types of incidents have become more frequent and more severe in the past few
years, I think every book on card counting should provide players with information on how to
handle these types of problems. What if you are kicked out of a casino? What if casino security
wants to escort you to a “back room?” What if they refuse to cash out your chips? You should
know your rights and how to handle some of the common situations that advantage players
encounter.In Part III, “Earning Your Black Belt,” I’ve added more material on playing on teams or
with a partner, taking advantage of casino promotions, hustling comps, playing in foreign
countries, playing on the Internet, traveling with large amounts of cash, and protecting yourself
from dealers who cheat—and, yeah, some of them do.A Little History…Little is known of the
original blackjack counting systems. In Beat the Dealer, Ed Thorp discusses a number of the first
systems developers who had colorful names like “Greasy John” and “Stem Smitty.” They had
privately worked out crude but effective blackjack strategies that they used to win their



livelihoods from the Las Vegas blackjack tables. Until the early sixties and the publication of Dr.
Thorp’s book, most casinos felt that blackjack systems were like all other gambling systems, a
lot of bunk. Prior to Thorp, the only “card counting” system that was recognized by the casinos as
valid was “casing the aces,” in which a player would markedly increase his bet (say from $5 to
$500) in the second half of the deck if no aces had been dealt in the first half. Crude as this
counting technique was, it was effective and the casinos knew it. Unfortunately, it was extremely
easy for the casinos to detect. Because it was such a weak method, and because the players
who used it rarely followed anything resembling proven basic strategy, a huge betting spread
was necessary for the system to gain an advantage over the house.Then, in 1956, a group of
mathematicians led by Roger Baldwin tediously applied the methods of statistical analysis to the
game of blackjack and developed a basic strategy which they published in a technical journal for
mathematicians. This strategy, if followed rigorously, would narrow the house edge, making
blackjack close to a break-even proposition for the player over the long run. Though a colloquial
version of this paper was later published in book form, few gamblers took notice. Gamblers
wanted winning systems, not “break even” systems.One person who took particular note of this
technical paper was Dr. Edward O. Thorp, a mathematician. He saw that Baldwin’s strategy had
been devised on old-fashioned mechanical adding machines, but he had access to what, in the
early sixties, was a sophisticated computer. He wrote a more precise program than had been
used by the Baldwin group, and subsequently developed a more accurate strategy.Blackjack is
a difficult game to analyze mathematically because the depletion of the deck constantly alters
the makeup of the remaining cards, constantly altering the probabilities of winning or losing. It
occurred to Dr. Thorp that using a computer he could analyze just how the makeup of the deck
affected the possible outcomes of the various hands. His method was unique. He wrote a
program to analyze the best strategy and what a player can expect in the long run, assuming
various cards had been removed from the deck. He noted that the player’s chance of winning
was dramatically increased when fives left the deck. In fact, to remove any of the “low” cards—2,
3, 4, 5, 6, or 7—worked in the player’s favor in varying degrees. On the other hand, if tens or
aces were removed, the player’s chances were badly hurt.Thorp’s first winning strategy was
based on counting fives. He recommended betting heavily when they were depleted, and also
playing a slightly different strategy when no fives were in the deck. His next innovation—upon
which most winning card counting systems in use today are based—was called the “ten-count.”
In this system, tens and nontens were counted separately. Larger bets were placed as the
proportion of tens to non-tens in the deck became larger.The ten-count system, as Thorp
created it, was not easy to learn or apply in a casino. It required keeping two separate
“backward” counts, and computing the ratio of tens to non-tens prior to betting and strategy
decisions. Thorp played his system with what today would be considered a wild betting spread,
sometimes jumping from a table-minimum bet of a dollar to a table-maximum of $500. Casinos
were unaware of the power of Thorp’s system, especially when they saw some of the “unusual”
plays he made—like splitting 8s vs. dealer up-cards of tens and aces—and many continued



dealing their single-deck, hand-held games to him down to the last card. Players able to use
Thorp’s system had an enormous advantage over the house, and players capable of following
even a crude approximation of the strategy could win big if they used even a moderate betting
spread in the deeply dealt single-deck games that predominated.Once the Vegas casinos
realized a legitimate winning system was being employed at their blackjack tables, they took
drastic action, changing the rules of the game. This was in 1964, eight years after the first
publication of the relatively accurate basic strategy, and two years after the advent of Thorp’s
Beat The Dealer.The rule changes did not last long because, to the casinos’ dismay, players
stayed away from the tables rather than play against the new rules. Casinos began losing a lot of
money. So, bracing themselves for the worst, they changed back to the original rules.The worst
never came; in fact, the opposite occurred—blackjack became the most popular table game in
U.S. casinos. Everyone, it seemed, believed they could beat the game, but few put in the time
and effort to learn a legitimate system. Many blackjack systems were sold that were not
mathematically valid, and players who did have valid systems often had no understanding of
normal fluctuation. They overbet their limited bankrolls and tapped out before they ever had a
chance to see the long run profits. Most importantly, casinos learned to recognize card counters
by their playing styles.Card counters jumped their bets suddenly, they paid inordinate attention
to everybody’s cards, they were quiet, they concentrated, and they didn’t drink or socialize. They
were often young collegiate types who didn’t fit in with the normal run of tourists and vacationing
businessmen.Once spotted, a suspected card counter would be silently observed by the pit
boss or “eye in the sky.” If suspicions were confirmed, the dealer would be signaled to “shuffle-
up” on the counter. If the suspect changed tables, the “heat” would follow him. If he did not leave
the casino, he would be asked to leave the blackjack tables, and ultimately ordered to leave the
casino. Thus, the casinos weeded out the few competent players and let hoards of fools who
thought they could beat the tables with sloppy play and invalid systems play to their hearts’
content.The Game TodayA small number of card counters have still managed to profit from the
game of blackjack. Two factors contribute to the success of the present day counter. First of all,
he knows the basic math of the game—he has studied valid systems and has a realistic attitude
about his long and short run expectations. Secondly, he knows the basic psychology of the
casino environment. He understands how casinos detect counters and disguises his play. He is
an actor; if he senses heat, he leaves, maybe returning later when different casino personnel are
running the show. He doesn’t take chances. There are lots of casinos.Although four decades
have passed since the first valid card counting system was published, many casinos still offer
beatable blackjack games, and the math of card counting is easier than ever. The systems
presented in this book are among the easiest-to-learn professional level systems ever devised.
This does not mean that you can learn to beat the game of blackjack in an hour. If you are
serious about playing for profit, you should plan to spend quite a bit of time studying and
practicing. I will say this, however: Any person with average math ability could learn to count
cards at a professional level.The difficulty of making money as a card counter isn’t in the



arithmetic, but in the psychology. Some people are good actors; some are not. Some are adept
at reading attitudes and manipulating people, and some aren’t. To make it as a card counter, you
must often be friendly to dealers and pit bosses, while at the same time deceiving them into
thinking you’re just another dumb gambler. Most card counters who experience any long-term
success thrive on this exhilarating espionage-like aspect of the game. You must be part rogue
and part charlatan. You must be cool under pressure. You must have enough money behind you
to weather losing streaks without financial worry. You must thrill to beating the casinos at their
own game. If you’re not in it for the fun as much as for the money, you’ll never make it as a
counter. Card counting is boring, once mastered. It’s work. Few who try card counting stick with
it. It’s like most games—chess, tennis, even the stock market; many people “know how to play,”
but only a few become masters.I realize that most of the readers of this book will not go on to
become masters of blackjack strategy. With this in mind, you’ll find many simplified, albeit less
powerful, methods that the casual player may use to win at the blackjack tables. I will also
attempt to provide clear explanations of the more powerful techniques so that the casual player
will at least understand how and why the advanced systems work. By understanding these
concepts, a beginning player who has not developed the skill to apply them will, hopefully,
realize his limited abilities, and will not entertain false visions of himself as an unbeatable
player.One thing you must remember: Casinos don’t give money away; you have to take it. And
contrary to appearances, casinos are holding on to their money with both fists. You’ve got to be
slick to take them on for high stakes, and walk away with your
shirt.INTRODUCTION1INTRODUCTION I’m going to show you how to beat the casinos at
blackjack. This is something I know intimately, because I have been doing it for 30 years. I’ve
also spent the past 25 years teaching other players how to beat the casinos. I’m on a mission. I
can’t help myself! It’s not that I hate the casino industry; I just love taking their money. There’s
nothing more fun than walking out of a casino with a few thousand more bucks in your pockets
than you walked in with. Free money! Watch out! It’s addictive! It makes you wonder why anyone
goes to work at a regular job.The only reason you’re not doing this right now is that you don’t
know how to do it yet. Maybe you’ve read other books on card counting, and you can’t figure out
why it’s not working. Read this book. I guarantee you this book is different. You’re going to find a
lot of information here you won’t find in any of the other books, including all the books by self-
proclaimed “experts” who have never in their lives filed their taxes as professional gamblers.
They’re hack writers, hack mathematicians, and hack blackjack players. Read this book. I wish I
had this book when I started playing in 1977. I would have gotten out of my post office job a lot
sooner!I have completely revised and updated Blackbelt in Blackjack to conform to today’s
games and have included information I have never before revealed to a general audience.This
book is a step-by-step complete course on how to beat the casinos at blackjack. Everything you
need to know to win money at the game, from the basics of play and the rules of the game, to the
most advanced systems used by the pros—it’s all within these pages. You’ll learn playing
strategies, basic and advanced betting techniques, optimal single and multiple-deck play, simple



card counting systems you can use to beat most games, plus advanced techniques known only
by a handful of pros.To guide you on your way, I have divided the book into three sections to help
your progression from amateur play right up to the top pro level. There are many secrets
revealed in these pages that the casinos don’t want you to know, and for good reason: They are
the strategies professionals use to make their living at the casinos’ expense!In the first section,
Earning Your White Belt, we cover the rules and basics of blackjack, and why you can beat the
game—with the odds! You’ll also learn the basic strategies needed to beat single and multiple-
deck games, plus easy-to-use card-counting strategies that are perfect for the realistic
conditions you’ll actually face in the casinos. You’ll learn about the Red Seven, Hi-Lo Lite, and
Zen counts, simple ways to increase your edge against the casino, table conditions that
influence profit margins, and key bankrolling decisions that are vital to your success.In the
second section, Earning Your Green Belt, we take an in-depth look at professional betting
strategies as well as table-hopping, playing multiple hands, and the principles the pros use to
decrease flux. We also cover depth-charging, opposition betting, deception, camouflage,
surviving surveillance, and more insider secrets.The third section, Earning Your Black Belt, is for
the very serious player. The key topics here are known by few players and are covered in great
detail: shuffle tracking, team play and all the issues associated with it—the gorilla (big player),
bankroll risks, polygraph testing, investment deals, spotter teams, casinos that cheat, traveling
with cash, milking the casino comps, and much more—plus the many secrets professional
players use to remain anonymous in the casinos that would bar them from play if they knew who
they were.Remarkably, more than forty years after Edward O. Thorp’s Beat the Dealer (1962)
was published, the game of casino blackjack offers greater profit opportunities to intelligent
players than at any time in the history of the game. Few would have predicted this back in 1962,
when the only state in the union where you could legally play casino blackjack was Nevada, and
blackjack was a distant second to craps in popularity. But, Ed Thorp didn’t just write a book in
1962; he transformed an industry and altered the consciousness of literally millions of casino
players throughout the world.If you’re a serious blackjack player who wants to beat the casinos
for serious money; if you’re considering a career as a professional player, this is the book for you.
Let’s get started.Why This New Edition?With this expanded edition of Blackbelt in Blackjack, my
goal is to make it the single best, and most comprehensive, book on card counting available. I
will cover every important topic and concept, in order to provide an overview and a working
knowledge of how to do it, how to get away with it, and how to advance from amateur to
professional, if that’s your plan.For most players, who are not looking for a professional career at
the tables, this book should provide all the information you need to succeed as a card counter.
You will learn how to count cards at the same level as the top pros, how to judge profitable
games and avoid unbeatable ones, and how to disguise your skills from casino pit bosses and
surveillance agents in order to take the money and keep the welcome mat out for your return. If
your ultimate goal is to do this at high stakes, playing blackjack for a living and soaking the
casinos for megabucks, then this book is your launching pad. You may use it as a guide to take



your blackjack career as far as you want to go.I have attempted to organize the material so that
even if you consider yourself a rank beginner, you may start your education here. In the opening
chapters, I assume that you do not even know the rules and procedures of how to play the game.
You’ll find that I have followed this initial primer on the game with the simplest card counting
system that can beat most games, and as you get deeper into the material, as increasingly
advanced strategies are provided, I have attempted throughout to present explanations of not
only how these strategies may be employed, but why they work, and which types of games they
may be used in.What’s New?This 2005 edition of Blackbelt in Blackjack is a major expansion of
the 1998 edition. Part I, “Earning Your White Belt,” contains, in addition to a full explanation of
three different card counting systems, discussions on “phony” systems as well as problem
gambling. Neither of these topics are covered by most books on card counting, but I feel they are
of prime importance to those who are new to advantage play, and especially to those who are
considering investing serious time and money.In Part II, “Earning Your Green Belt,” I have greatly
expanded the discussion on “table conditions,” or how to choose a profitable game. In the past
seven years, many forms of “pseudo-blackjack” have been appearing in casinos. Some of these
new variations on the game are patented “scams,” with names like “Spanish 21” or “SuperFun
21,” where the rules seem so liberal as to be almost too good to be true; others are just sneaky
forms of traditional blackjack with seemingly “minor” changes, such as blackjacks paying 6 to 5
instead of 3 to 2, or the game is a “fake” single-deck or two-deck game, where the decks are
actually being removed from a larger six- or eight-deck shoe. I have also augmented the
information on bet-sizing, answering another question that concerns all card counters: How
much should I bet in any given game?There’s a lot more information on camouflaging your play,
avoiding detection by casino surveillance, and many of the legal issues that concern card
counters. If you are considering playing casino blackjack for high stakes, either as a career or
simply as an adventure, you must always keep in mind that this can be a risky business. Card
counting is legal, and the biggest problem most counters ever have is being barred from the
tables if their skill is discovered; but for those who play at the highest levels, the hazards are
greater. The casinos sell gambling to the public as “fun,” emphasizing the possibility of winning
money from the house. In fact, the casinos expect every player to lose money at their games in
the long run. All that glitz and glamour is simply there to lure in the fish, and if they think you’re
going to walk out with their money, your action will not be welcome.Just because a casino may
offer a game that can be beaten with skillful play does not mean that skillful players are
welcome. In fact, using those cameras in the ceiling bubbles, they monitor every big bettor at
their tables in order to detect those who might be playing the game with unusual ability. When
they find such a player at a high-stakes game, the reaction is swift and not always pleasant; in
many cases, the casinos have violated laws themselves in dealing with professional gamblers.
Because these types of incidents have become more frequent and more severe in the past few
years, I think every book on card counting should provide players with information on how to
handle these types of problems. What if you are kicked out of a casino? What if casino security



wants to escort you to a “back room?” What if they refuse to cash out your chips? You should
know your rights and how to handle some of the common situations that advantage players
encounter.In Part III, “Earning Your Black Belt,” I’ve added more material on playing on teams or
with a partner, taking advantage of casino promotions, hustling comps, playing in foreign
countries, playing on the Internet, traveling with large amounts of cash, and protecting yourself
from dealers who cheat—and, yeah, some of them do.A Little History…Little is known of the
original blackjack counting systems. In Beat the Dealer, Ed Thorp discusses a number of the first
systems developers who had colorful names like “Greasy John” and “Stem Smitty.” They had
privately worked out crude but effective blackjack strategies that they used to win their
livelihoods from the Las Vegas blackjack tables. Until the early sixties and the publication of Dr.
Thorp’s book, most casinos felt that blackjack systems were like all other gambling systems, a
lot of bunk. Prior to Thorp, the only “card counting” system that was recognized by the casinos as
valid was “casing the aces,” in which a player would markedly increase his bet (say from $5 to
$500) in the second half of the deck if no aces had been dealt in the first half. Crude as this
counting technique was, it was effective and the casinos knew it. Unfortunately, it was extremely
easy for the casinos to detect. Because it was such a weak method, and because the players
who used it rarely followed anything resembling proven basic strategy, a huge betting spread
was necessary for the system to gain an advantage over the house.Then, in 1956, a group of
mathematicians led by Roger Baldwin tediously applied the methods of statistical analysis to the
game of blackjack and developed a basic strategy which they published in a technical journal for
mathematicians. This strategy, if followed rigorously, would narrow the house edge, making
blackjack close to a break-even proposition for the player over the long run. Though a colloquial
version of this paper was later published in book form, few gamblers took notice. Gamblers
wanted winning systems, not “break even” systems.One person who took particular note of this
technical paper was Dr. Edward O. Thorp, a mathematician. He saw that Baldwin’s strategy had
been devised on old-fashioned mechanical adding machines, but he had access to what, in the
early sixties, was a sophisticated computer. He wrote a more precise program than had been
used by the Baldwin group, and subsequently developed a more accurate strategy.Blackjack is
a difficult game to analyze mathematically because the depletion of the deck constantly alters
the makeup of the remaining cards, constantly altering the probabilities of winning or losing. It
occurred to Dr. Thorp that using a computer he could analyze just how the makeup of the deck
affected the possible outcomes of the various hands. His method was unique. He wrote a
program to analyze the best strategy and what a player can expect in the long run, assuming
various cards had been removed from the deck. He noted that the player’s chance of winning
was dramatically increased when fives left the deck. In fact, to remove any of the “low” cards—2,
3, 4, 5, 6, or 7—worked in the player’s favor in varying degrees. On the other hand, if tens or
aces were removed, the player’s chances were badly hurt.Thorp’s first winning strategy was
based on counting fives. He recommended betting heavily when they were depleted, and also
playing a slightly different strategy when no fives were in the deck. His next innovation—upon



which most winning card counting systems in use today are based—was called the “ten-count.”
In this system, tens and nontens were counted separately. Larger bets were placed as the
proportion of tens to non-tens in the deck became larger.The ten-count system, as Thorp
created it, was not easy to learn or apply in a casino. It required keeping two separate
“backward” counts, and computing the ratio of tens to non-tens prior to betting and strategy
decisions. Thorp played his system with what today would be considered a wild betting spread,
sometimes jumping from a table-minimum bet of a dollar to a table-maximum of $500. Casinos
were unaware of the power of Thorp’s system, especially when they saw some of the “unusual”
plays he made—like splitting 8s vs. dealer up-cards of tens and aces—and many continued
dealing their single-deck, hand-held games to him down to the last card. Players able to use
Thorp’s system had an enormous advantage over the house, and players capable of following
even a crude approximation of the strategy could win big if they used even a moderate betting
spread in the deeply dealt single-deck games that predominated.Once the Vegas casinos
realized a legitimate winning system was being employed at their blackjack tables, they took
drastic action, changing the rules of the game. This was in 1964, eight years after the first
publication of the relatively accurate basic strategy, and two years after the advent of Thorp’s
Beat The Dealer.The rule changes did not last long because, to the casinos’ dismay, players
stayed away from the tables rather than play against the new rules. Casinos began losing a lot of
money. So, bracing themselves for the worst, they changed back to the original rules.The worst
never came; in fact, the opposite occurred—blackjack became the most popular table game in
U.S. casinos. Everyone, it seemed, believed they could beat the game, but few put in the time
and effort to learn a legitimate system. Many blackjack systems were sold that were not
mathematically valid, and players who did have valid systems often had no understanding of
normal fluctuation. They overbet their limited bankrolls and tapped out before they ever had a
chance to see the long run profits. Most importantly, casinos learned to recognize card counters
by their playing styles.Card counters jumped their bets suddenly, they paid inordinate attention
to everybody’s cards, they were quiet, they concentrated, and they didn’t drink or socialize. They
were often young collegiate types who didn’t fit in with the normal run of tourists and vacationing
businessmen.Once spotted, a suspected card counter would be silently observed by the pit
boss or “eye in the sky.” If suspicions were confirmed, the dealer would be signaled to “shuffle-
up” on the counter. If the suspect changed tables, the “heat” would follow him. If he did not leave
the casino, he would be asked to leave the blackjack tables, and ultimately ordered to leave the
casino. Thus, the casinos weeded out the few competent players and let hoards of fools who
thought they could beat the tables with sloppy play and invalid systems play to their hearts’
content.The Game TodayA small number of card counters have still managed to profit from the
game of blackjack. Two factors contribute to the success of the present day counter. First of all,
he knows the basic math of the game—he has studied valid systems and has a realistic attitude
about his long and short run expectations. Secondly, he knows the basic psychology of the
casino environment. He understands how casinos detect counters and disguises his play. He is



an actor; if he senses heat, he leaves, maybe returning later when different casino personnel are
running the show. He doesn’t take chances. There are lots of casinos.Although four decades
have passed since the first valid card counting system was published, many casinos still offer
beatable blackjack games, and the math of card counting is easier than ever. The systems
presented in this book are among the easiest-to-learn professional level systems ever devised.
This does not mean that you can learn to beat the game of blackjack in an hour. If you are
serious about playing for profit, you should plan to spend quite a bit of time studying and
practicing. I will say this, however: Any person with average math ability could learn to count
cards at a professional level.The difficulty of making money as a card counter isn’t in the
arithmetic, but in the psychology. Some people are good actors; some are not. Some are adept
at reading attitudes and manipulating people, and some aren’t. To make it as a card counter, you
must often be friendly to dealers and pit bosses, while at the same time deceiving them into
thinking you’re just another dumb gambler. Most card counters who experience any long-term
success thrive on this exhilarating espionage-like aspect of the game. You must be part rogue
and part charlatan. You must be cool under pressure. You must have enough money behind you
to weather losing streaks without financial worry. You must thrill to beating the casinos at their
own game. If you’re not in it for the fun as much as for the money, you’ll never make it as a
counter. Card counting is boring, once mastered. It’s work. Few who try card counting stick with
it. It’s like most games—chess, tennis, even the stock market; many people “know how to play,”
but only a few become masters.I realize that most of the readers of this book will not go on to
become masters of blackjack strategy. With this in mind, you’ll find many simplified, albeit less
powerful, methods that the casual player may use to win at the blackjack tables. I will also
attempt to provide clear explanations of the more powerful techniques so that the casual player
will at least understand how and why the advanced systems work. By understanding these
concepts, a beginning player who has not developed the skill to apply them will, hopefully,
realize his limited abilities, and will not entertain false visions of himself as an unbeatable
player.One thing you must remember: Casinos don’t give money away; you have to take it. And
contrary to appearances, casinos are holding on to their money with both fists. You’ve got to be
slick to take them on for high stakes, and walk away with your shirt.SECTION ONE EARNING
YOUR WHITE BELTSECTION ONEEARNINGYOURWHITE BELTSECTION ONE EARNING
YOUR WHITE BELTSECTION ONEEARNINGYOURWHITE BELTTHE GREAT BLACKJACK
HOAX2THE GREAT BLACKJACK HOAX An Irreverent Overview of Card CountingForty-five
years ago, the top casino table game in this country, in terms of gross revenues, was craps.
Craps was an all-American pastime during World War II, and after the war the state of Nevada
provided a way for old war buddies to get together and shoot dice through the years.Today,
thanks to Ed Thorp, casinos make their money from blackjack players. They make a lot of money
from bad card counters as well. Authors and system-peddlers also make a lot of money from
blackjack players who are, or want to be, card counters. It’s a big business, but the people who
make the most money from it are not the counters themselves but the casinos. Card counters,



on the whole, are losing money on their investments. Players who actually profit from card
counting form a small, elite group.A Card Counter Is BornI am a card counter. I got hooked on
blackjack thirty years ago to the point of obsession. I love the game; there’s nothing as exciting
as beating a casino and walking out the door with more money in your pockets than when you
entered. To walk in with the ability to beat the house, knowing the casino will do everything it can
to stop you, gives a James Bond, Spy-vs-Spy flavor to the experience. The heart races. The
feeling is not unlike that which I recall from my childhood when all the kids in my neighborhood
would choose up sides for “cops and robbers.” I’d forgotten how much fun it was to hide, sneak,
run, hold your breath in anticipation…Then I discovered card counting. It took me a year of
weekend trips to Nevada, some dozen books on card counting, and another half-dozen books
on mathematics, to learn that I didn’t have enough money to play the game professionally. Prior
to the 1980s, many blackjack authors seemed to neglect the risk factor, and didn’t provide much
guidance on bet-sizing according to bankroll. The counter’s edge is small, and the fluctuation of
capital is huge. If you don’t have enough money, you won’t last.I’ll never forget my first trip to
Nevada as a card counter. I was driving a car that was 15 years old and over the hill—it guzzled
gas and leaked oil. Winding up through the Sierra Nevada Mountains on my way to Lake Tahoe
and the casinos of Stateline, I had to stop twice to add a quart of oil and give my overheated
wreck a rest. I was with a friend, and we were splitting the cost of the trip. The way we figured it,
after paying for gas, oil, motel room and meals, we’d have about $55 left over to play at the $1
blackjack tables.When I pulled over to the shoulder of the road for my second oil stop, I said to
my friend, “It’s hard to believe that we’re on our way to becoming wealthy. I hope my car makes it
up this damn mountain.”“A year from now,” my friend responded, “you’ll look back on this day and
laugh. This is just the beginning.”One year and a dozen trips to Nevada later, I thought back to
that first trip and I laughed. I was again on my way to Stateline, this time alone. My car had long
since broken down, beyond repair, and I didn’t have the money to replace it. I was traveling by
bus, and the way I figured it, if I was ahead by twenty-five bucks the first day, I could get a motel
room and stay for another day. Otherwise, it was back to the Greyhound station that night. About
that time I started to realize I’d been fooling myself into believing I’d get rich easily at this card
game.Why Blackjack Is So PopularBlackjack is the casinos’ best moneymaker precisely
because people believe the game can be beaten. Casinos are forever bemoaning their losses to
card counters, and constantly changing their rules and dealing procedures to make their games
tougher for these feared blackjack experts. Casino floormen, with increasing frequency,
unceremoniously bar suspected counters from their tables. Promoting this paranoia is one of the
most successful advertising campaigns ever developed. Not one person in a thousand has what
it takes to make any significant amount of money playing blackjack, but hundreds of thousands
of people have given it a try. Card counting is not difficult for the dedicated practitioner, but few
people are dedicated enough, and, as most players discover the hard way, there is more to
being a successful card counter than the ability to count cards.In cynical moments, I see the
American public being taken for a ride by the strange bedfellows of the casino industry and the



blackjack systems sellers. A tremendous effort is being made to convince people that card
counters can get rich quick at the casino blackjack tables.I don’t mean to imply that all blackjack
system sellers are trying to bilk the public—I am a system seller. I’m the author of nine books on
casino blackjack, and have written operating manuals for two home computer blackjack
programs, and articles on card counting for numerous magazines, and I’ve acted as informal
consultant for a number of high-stakes international counting teams. I know the game can be
beaten. I have played professionally for many years myself, and I know many full- and part-time
card counters who regularly take the tables for piles of money. I know a few players who have
made fortunes playing blackjack.But the successful pros are few and far between. Their
dedication to the game is beyond that of the average counter—they live and breathe blackjack.
They devour every written word on the subject; they drill and practice until they count cards in
their sleep. They know professional blackjack as a dog-eat-dog business.Some blackjack
system authors have been honest about their negative experiences at the blackjack tables. Most
publishers, however, aren’t so forthright, and the media in general isn’t any better. It’s not
newsworthy to say, “Gambler loses money.” Advertisements for blackjack systems promise
everything from instant wealth to private airplanes and priced-to-move personal islands.The
average player has no way of knowing that the author of his system objects to the publisher’s
advertising claims, and sometimes to large portions of the ghostwritten text. In fact, publishers,
promoters, and imitators have abused the most respected names in the field of
blackjack.Compound all of this misinformation about card counting with the dozens of books on
the market that teach totally inaccurate count strategies, “money management” systems,
strategies so weak as to be a complete waste of time or too difficult for anyone to master, and
you can begin to fathom why card counting is the best thing that ever happened to the casino
industry in this country.The Great Blackjack MythIn New Jersey, in 1982, representing himself
before the state supreme court, the late Ken Uston, renowned author of numerous books on
card counting, won a landmark case against the casinos. Today, the fourteen Atlantic City
casinos may no longer bar skillful players from their tables. The immediate response of the
casinos to this law was to stop dealing a game that card counters could beat. This is, and always
has been, a very easy thing for the casinos to do. Converting their 6-deck shoes to 8-deck
shoes, the dealers were simply instructed to deal out only four decks between shuffles. Voilà!
Card counting became a waste of time!Within a few months, however, the A.C. casinos threw in
the towel and reverted to their prior practice of cutting off only two decks. In an unofficial boycott
reminiscent of what happened in Nevada eighteen years earlier when some Las Vegas casinos
tried to change the rules of the game to thwart Thorp’s followers, the players again forced the
casinos to loosen up or lose it all.Never forget that blackjack exists as a beatable game only
because the casinos choose to keep it that way. They do not need mechanical shuffle machines,
or electronic card readers, or any other high-tech contraptions to eliminate the potential profits
that card counters might extract from the tables. A simple change of rules or dealing procedures
could make every blackjack game in the world unbeatable by any card counting system, no



matter how advanced, in an instant. But the casinos simply cannot afford to let that happen.To
this day, however, the 8-deck shoes still predominate in Atlantic City, making them some of the
most difficult blackjack games in the world. Many Nevada casinos, as well as casinos in some
two-dozen other states and around the globe, currently offer blackjack games that are
unprofitable for card counters, primarily due to the large betting spread necessary to get a small
edge. In most cases, casinos protect their games from counters with poor deck penetration. The
casinos, naturally, want players to believe that every unbeatable sucker trap, just because it is
called “blackjack,” is still a game of skill. It is common knowledge among casino executives that
hopeful but incompetent and self-deluded card counters, like other “system players,” are a major
source of income. If card counters actually stopped playing blackjack in the lousy Atlantic City
games, the casinos’ blackjack profits would nosedive.What many people—including most card
counters, system sellers, dealers, pit bosses, and the media at large—fail to comprehend is that
being a successful professional card counter takes no less ability, study, dedication, time, and
luck than any other profession. Card counters attempt to inconspicuously, legally, and
consistently siphon large sums of money from a multi-billion dollar industry, which utilizes the
most advanced surveillance techniques this side of the Pentagon.Most card counters believe in
the Great Blackjack Myth that flatly states that a card counter can beat the game of casino
blackjack. The truth is that some card counting strategies can beat some blackjack games,
depending on the number of decks being shuffled together, the number of players at the table,
the number of cards being dealt out prior to reshuffling, the rule variations, the betting spread
being employed, the size of the counter’s bankroll, the actual skill of the player at applying the
system, and so on. In casinos outside of New Jersey, the threat of being barred causes many
counters to kill their own chances of winning. In Atlantic City, despite the no-barring law, card
counters must still hide their skill because the casinos may enforce other betting restrictions on
suspected counters, which eliminate the potential profits from counting cards. So, counters seek
out more crowded, less conspicuous tables. They hold down their betting spreads, and they
make occasional “dumb” playing decisions. All of these camouflage tactics cut into, and often
kill, the counter’s small potential edge.Card counters, as a subculture, have developed a unique
jargon. One term that all counters understand is “heat,” which means that a pit boss is sweating
your action, dealers shuffle the cards any time you raise your bet, or, worst of all, a floorman
reads you your rights: “You may play any of the casino games except blackjack; if you attempt to
place a bet at any blackjack table, you may be arrested for trespassing.”Many counters think
they’re getting away with murder when they don’t get heat from casinos. The truth is that the
casinos are swarming with counters, and most are easily detectable. By standing behind
crowded blackjack tables, and counting down the cards as they are dealt, I can spot many
obvious card counters in the course of a few hours. If I can spot them so easily, you can be sure
the casino counter-catchers can spot them. Most counters follow obvious betting schemes, and
to be sure, most counters are likely to get heat at one point or another in their playing careers,
especially if they don’t camouflage their play, although most of the time counters are not



bothered by casino personnel. If the casinos actually gave heat to all the card counters at their
tables, they would lose hundreds of customers, and their money, every busy night.I’m not trying
to give the impression that dealers and pit bosses are talented con artists who can act like
they’re afraid of card counters while knowing most counters are losers. Lower-level casino
employees, such as dealers and pit bosses, know very little about card counting, and even those
few who are trained to count cards in order to recognize their adversaries, often believe that all
card counters pose a real threat to their profits.There is no reason for the upper management of
the casinos to educate dealers and pit bosses about the realities of card counting. Dealers and
pit bosses, like many in the gambling subculture, are often highly superstitious, and ignorant of
the mathematics of any of the games themselves. Counters love to share stories about
superstitious pit bosses, and to most, casino management is dumb. This reminds me of Lenny
Bruce’s “Religions, Inc.” bit where the fire-and-brimstone preacher is accused of being dumb.
“Yeah, I`m a big dummy,” he responds to his detractors. “I’ve got two Lincoln Continentals, that’s
how damn dumb I am!”The Future of BlackjackSo, where is this all going? Are the days
numbered for card counters? Many players fear this may be so, especially considering all the
technological countermeasures that have been developed in the past decade.Automatic
shuffling machines are being introduced on more and more tables. These devices make shuffle
tracking impossible, and they make it faster, and cheaper, for the dealers to shuffle more
frequently. The new continuous shuffle machines make card counting itself impossible. Various
types of “auto-peek” devices are now extensively employed to read the dealers’ hole-cards,
eliminating the possibilities of most legal hole-card strategies—tell play, warp play, first-
basing.Surveillance software that analyzes the skill levels of blackjack players is now used in
many major casinos. Counters who have fooled the pit bosses for years suddenly are called up
on a computer. Prototypes of “smart” blackjack tables—equipped with shoes that can read the
cards as they’re dealt, keep track of the players’ hands and strategies, and record the players’
betting histories via magnetized chips—are now being introduced in Nevada.Even more
ominous than these technological horrors are the legal problems card counters face. In Nevada,
the Gaming Control Board is supposed to be an agency that protects the rights of both the
casinos and the players, ensuring the fairness of the games. To the consternation of blackjack
players, this official state agency has officially taken the position that Nevada’s cheating statute,
which prohibits the casinos from altering the table games in a way that would change the
frequency of the payouts, does not apply to blackjack. Because of this ruling, many Nevada
casinos now train their dealers in hand-held games to count cards and shuffle up any time the
game favors the players, only dealing when the cards favor the house.In New Jersey, the state
supreme court has ruled that players whose civil rights have been violated by the casinos—even
if those players are cheated at the tables—may not sue the casinos for damages. They must
settle their differences with the Casino Control Commission, a state agency which claims no
authority to order monetary reparations to casino patrons.Card counters must accept the fact
that the state gaming regulatory agencies are often corrupt. These “protective” agencies are in



fact puppets of the casinos, controlled by that immensely wealthy industry. As a result, one of the
most rewarding aspects of card counting is taking money from some truly evil entities. The
dealers, pit bosses, shift managers, hosts, and most of the people a card counter will actually
come into contact with in the casinos, are not themselves corrupt; they’re worker ants, in the
same way that people who work on the assembly line at a cigarette factory, or a munitions plant,
are just people who have found a job to do, and they try to do it well in order to pay the rent and
raise their families.But lurking in the shadows of this gambling business are some truly slimy
bastards. If you get into card counting with any serious amount of money, you will learn firsthand
what a nasty business this is. Though it has been shown over and over in the courts that card
counting is perfectly legal—nothing more than using your brain to play your hands—counters are
viewed within the industry as parasites, cheats, and enemies to be eliminated by whatever
means necessary.Casinos throughout the world keep “mug books” of card counters’ names and
photographs, and these photos are hawked and sold on the open market. Despite the fact that
these blacklists might violate various consumer laws, the Fair Credit Reporting Act, civil rights,
laws against libel, slander, and the invasion of privacy, the state courts and police agencies
throughout the U.S. and around the world systematically use these mug books to harass card
counters and deny them access to the gaming tables.The mega-corporations that have taken
over the casino industry have money and political power; professional gamblers, on the other
hand, are nobodies, and lawmakers know which side their bread is buttered on. The majority of
the American public is ignorant of the issues, and the small handful of professional players who
see their civil rights being trampled are like a small voice in the wilderness.When Bill Bible, the
Chairman of the Nevada Gaming Control Board, was appointed by President Clinton to the new
Federal Commission on Gaming in 1997, the American press reported extensively on the
opposition to this appointment by the religious right. The debate centered on the pro-gambling
vs. anti-gambling issues, with Bible portrayed by the right wing as the penultimate pro-gambling
apologist. Ironically, all the professional gamblers I knew were more vehemently opposed to
Bible’s appointment than the anti-gambling lobby, as he is held by many to be personally
responsible for the Nevada casinos’ right to violate the state’s cheating statutes at blackjack.So,
is this forty-plus-year war with the casinos almost over? Is this the beginning of the end? Hardly.
Despite the technology, politics, legal persecution, and immense financial strength of the casino
industry, I remain optimistic. With legal blackjack games now being offered in more than 25
states, there are more profit opportunities for card counters today than at any time in the history
of card counting. Despite four-plus decades of stupid, sometimes illegal, and often very costly
countermeasures, the casinos are not so stupid as to give up all their profits from their biggest
moneymaking table game.Blackjack as a SportPeople enjoy taking risks, and gambling, of any
type, is a rush. Casino blackjack combines this run for the money with a competitive angle, a
game of wit and subterfuge. Every turn of the cards is a cliffhanger. Blackjack has become
popular not because most people think they can get rich playing it, but because it has been
shown to be a game of skill. Card counting is more interesting than picking a number on a



roulette wheel, more challenging than pulling the handle of a slot machine. Many people who
play blackjack have little interest in any of the other casino games, and most do not seriously
dream of getting rich at the blackjack tables. Like myself, they are often people who had never
entered a casino until they’d discovered that one of the games could be beaten by applying an
intelligent, systematic strategy. It’s unfortunate that so many gurus, authors, and publishers
believe that people have to be tantalized by great wealth to interest them in casino blackjack.
You don’t have to make a hundred thousand dollars to make this game exciting. If you’re
dedicated and you practice hard, you’ll come out ahead of the game in the long run. Why risk
your life savings? For most people, the reward is in the play, not the pay.Many years ago, I
realized that the fastest way to make money from card counting would be to open my own
casino. Unfortunately, my $300 savings was not sufficient seed capital for this venture. I did the
next best thing—I started selling inside information to other players. I set up a network of
professional players, mathematicians, and computer experts to share facts, experiences, and
research, and started publishing a quarterly technical journal. But, I never stopped playing the
game for fun, mostly for “nickel” ($5) chips. In the past few years, my connections with
professional blackjack teams and big-money players have enabled me to play a lot more at
higher stakes, but the game has remained just that for me, and the challenge still means as
much as the money.I wouldn’t advise any new blackjack enthusiast to quit work and hock his car
in order to stake his million-dollar fantasy. If, as you practice basic strategy, you feel the urge to
dream about piloting your own airplane to your private island in the Caribbean, think of these
reveries in the same way that thousands of chess players imagine going head-to-head with
Garry Kasparov, or the way a tennis player might fantasize about playing Roger Federer. The fact
that only a handful of tennis players will ever be professionals does not keep millions of
amateurs from playing with true passion.If you have a passion for blackjack, and you apply
yourself diligently, the game will likely pay you dividends in both money and enjoyment. There
are, to be sure, a handful of blackjack legends who have made a fortune from the tables, and
there are many more unknowns who have done the same, steadily, quietly, and unsung. I
suspect a few readers of this book may ultimately join those professional players; I know a few
readers of the last edition did. For all I know, you may be among the pros by the time the next
edition of this book rolls off the press.For me, a major joy of this game, however, will still come
from discovering, analyzing, and revealing its secrets. Over the next fifteen years, I expect to see
shuffle-tracking strategies expounded upon by other authors. I feel sure that “lite” strategy tables
—simplified strategy charts that are easy-to-use—will gain popularity. I expect to see more
running-count systems with accurate “Kelly” betting strategies, and further variations on my
simplified methods of true count adjustments. I also expect the casino industry to continue
moaning and crying, as a small handful of players get smarter, the games get tougher,
surveillance gets more high-tech, and the majority of card counters keep losing their shirts, due
to their own sloppy play and general incompetence.The information that follows is the
information you need to keep a few steps ahead of the casinos. Study it. Learn it. And give ’em



hell.THE GREAT BLACKJACK HOAX2THE GREAT BLACKJACK HOAX An Irreverent Overview
of Card CountingForty-five years ago, the top casino table game in this country, in terms of gross
revenues, was craps. Craps was an all-American pastime during World War II, and after the war
the state of Nevada provided a way for old war buddies to get together and shoot dice through
the years.Today, thanks to Ed Thorp, casinos make their money from blackjack players. They
make a lot of money from bad card counters as well. Authors and system-peddlers also make a
lot of money from blackjack players who are, or want to be, card counters. It’s a big business, but
the people who make the most money from it are not the counters themselves but the casinos.
Card counters, on the whole, are losing money on their investments. Players who actually profit
from card counting form a small, elite group.A Card Counter Is BornI am a card counter. I got
hooked on blackjack thirty years ago to the point of obsession. I love the game; there’s nothing
as exciting as beating a casino and walking out the door with more money in your pockets than
when you entered. To walk in with the ability to beat the house, knowing the casino will do
everything it can to stop you, gives a James Bond, Spy-vs-Spy flavor to the experience. The
heart races. The feeling is not unlike that which I recall from my childhood when all the kids in my
neighborhood would choose up sides for “cops and robbers.” I’d forgotten how much fun it was
to hide, sneak, run, hold your breath in anticipation…Then I discovered card counting. It took me
a year of weekend trips to Nevada, some dozen books on card counting, and another half-dozen
books on mathematics, to learn that I didn’t have enough money to play the game professionally.
Prior to the 1980s, many blackjack authors seemed to neglect the risk factor, and didn’t provide
much guidance on bet-sizing according to bankroll. The counter’s edge is small, and the
fluctuation of capital is huge. If you don’t have enough money, you won’t last.I’ll never forget my
first trip to Nevada as a card counter. I was driving a car that was 15 years old and over the hill—
it guzzled gas and leaked oil. Winding up through the Sierra Nevada Mountains on my way to
Lake Tahoe and the casinos of Stateline, I had to stop twice to add a quart of oil and give my
overheated wreck a rest. I was with a friend, and we were splitting the cost of the trip. The way
we figured it, after paying for gas, oil, motel room and meals, we’d have about $55 left over to
play at the $1 blackjack tables.When I pulled over to the shoulder of the road for my second oil
stop, I said to my friend, “It’s hard to believe that we’re on our way to becoming wealthy. I hope
my car makes it up this damn mountain.”“A year from now,” my friend responded, “you’ll look
back on this day and laugh. This is just the beginning.”One year and a dozen trips to Nevada
later, I thought back to that first trip and I laughed. I was again on my way to Stateline, this time
alone. My car had long since broken down, beyond repair, and I didn’t have the money to replace
it. I was traveling by bus, and the way I figured it, if I was ahead by twenty-five bucks the first day,
I could get a motel room and stay for another day. Otherwise, it was back to the Greyhound
station that night. About that time I started to realize I’d been fooling myself into believing I’d get
rich easily at this card game.Why Blackjack Is So PopularBlackjack is the casinos’ best
moneymaker precisely because people believe the game can be beaten. Casinos are forever
bemoaning their losses to card counters, and constantly changing their rules and dealing



procedures to make their games tougher for these feared blackjack experts. Casino floormen,
with increasing frequency, unceremoniously bar suspected counters from their tables. Promoting
this paranoia is one of the most successful advertising campaigns ever developed. Not one
person in a thousand has what it takes to make any significant amount of money playing
blackjack, but hundreds of thousands of people have given it a try. Card counting is not difficult
for the dedicated practitioner, but few people are dedicated enough, and, as most players
discover the hard way, there is more to being a successful card counter than the ability to count
cards.In cynical moments, I see the American public being taken for a ride by the strange
bedfellows of the casino industry and the blackjack systems sellers. A tremendous effort is being
made to convince people that card counters can get rich quick at the casino blackjack tables.I
don’t mean to imply that all blackjack system sellers are trying to bilk the public—I am a system
seller. I’m the author of nine books on casino blackjack, and have written operating manuals for
two home computer blackjack programs, and articles on card counting for numerous magazines,
and I’ve acted as informal consultant for a number of high-stakes international counting teams. I
know the game can be beaten. I have played professionally for many years myself, and I know
many full- and part-time card counters who regularly take the tables for piles of money. I know a
few players who have made fortunes playing blackjack.But the successful pros are few and far
between. Their dedication to the game is beyond that of the average counter—they live and
breathe blackjack. They devour every written word on the subject; they drill and practice until
they count cards in their sleep. They know professional blackjack as a dog-eat-dog
business.Some blackjack system authors have been honest about their negative experiences at
the blackjack tables. Most publishers, however, aren’t so forthright, and the media in general
isn’t any better. It’s not newsworthy to say, “Gambler loses money.” Advertisements for blackjack
systems promise everything from instant wealth to private airplanes and priced-to-move
personal islands.The average player has no way of knowing that the author of his system objects
to the publisher’s advertising claims, and sometimes to large portions of the ghostwritten text. In
fact, publishers, promoters, and imitators have abused the most respected names in the field of
blackjack.Compound all of this misinformation about card counting with the dozens of books on
the market that teach totally inaccurate count strategies, “money management” systems,
strategies so weak as to be a complete waste of time or too difficult for anyone to master, and
you can begin to fathom why card counting is the best thing that ever happened to the casino
industry in this country.The Great Blackjack MythIn New Jersey, in 1982, representing himself
before the state supreme court, the late Ken Uston, renowned author of numerous books on
card counting, won a landmark case against the casinos. Today, the fourteen Atlantic City
casinos may no longer bar skillful players from their tables. The immediate response of the
casinos to this law was to stop dealing a game that card counters could beat. This is, and always
has been, a very easy thing for the casinos to do. Converting their 6-deck shoes to 8-deck
shoes, the dealers were simply instructed to deal out only four decks between shuffles. Voilà!
Card counting became a waste of time!Within a few months, however, the A.C. casinos threw in



the towel and reverted to their prior practice of cutting off only two decks. In an unofficial boycott
reminiscent of what happened in Nevada eighteen years earlier when some Las Vegas casinos
tried to change the rules of the game to thwart Thorp’s followers, the players again forced the
casinos to loosen up or lose it all.Never forget that blackjack exists as a beatable game only
because the casinos choose to keep it that way. They do not need mechanical shuffle machines,
or electronic card readers, or any other high-tech contraptions to eliminate the potential profits
that card counters might extract from the tables. A simple change of rules or dealing procedures
could make every blackjack game in the world unbeatable by any card counting system, no
matter how advanced, in an instant. But the casinos simply cannot afford to let that happen.To
this day, however, the 8-deck shoes still predominate in Atlantic City, making them some of the
most difficult blackjack games in the world. Many Nevada casinos, as well as casinos in some
two-dozen other states and around the globe, currently offer blackjack games that are
unprofitable for card counters, primarily due to the large betting spread necessary to get a small
edge. In most cases, casinos protect their games from counters with poor deck penetration. The
casinos, naturally, want players to believe that every unbeatable sucker trap, just because it is
called “blackjack,” is still a game of skill. It is common knowledge among casino executives that
hopeful but incompetent and self-deluded card counters, like other “system players,” are a major
source of income. If card counters actually stopped playing blackjack in the lousy Atlantic City
games, the casinos’ blackjack profits would nosedive.What many people—including most card
counters, system sellers, dealers, pit bosses, and the media at large—fail to comprehend is that
being a successful professional card counter takes no less ability, study, dedication, time, and
luck than any other profession. Card counters attempt to inconspicuously, legally, and
consistently siphon large sums of money from a multi-billion dollar industry, which utilizes the
most advanced surveillance techniques this side of the Pentagon.Most card counters believe in
the Great Blackjack Myth that flatly states that a card counter can beat the game of casino
blackjack. The truth is that some card counting strategies can beat some blackjack games,
depending on the number of decks being shuffled together, the number of players at the table,
the number of cards being dealt out prior to reshuffling, the rule variations, the betting spread
being employed, the size of the counter’s bankroll, the actual skill of the player at applying the
system, and so on. In casinos outside of New Jersey, the threat of being barred causes many
counters to kill their own chances of winning. In Atlantic City, despite the no-barring law, card
counters must still hide their skill because the casinos may enforce other betting restrictions on
suspected counters, which eliminate the potential profits from counting cards. So, counters seek
out more crowded, less conspicuous tables. They hold down their betting spreads, and they
make occasional “dumb” playing decisions. All of these camouflage tactics cut into, and often
kill, the counter’s small potential edge.Card counters, as a subculture, have developed a unique
jargon. One term that all counters understand is “heat,” which means that a pit boss is sweating
your action, dealers shuffle the cards any time you raise your bet, or, worst of all, a floorman
reads you your rights: “You may play any of the casino games except blackjack; if you attempt to



place a bet at any blackjack table, you may be arrested for trespassing.”Many counters think
they’re getting away with murder when they don’t get heat from casinos. The truth is that the
casinos are swarming with counters, and most are easily detectable. By standing behind
crowded blackjack tables, and counting down the cards as they are dealt, I can spot many
obvious card counters in the course of a few hours. If I can spot them so easily, you can be sure
the casino counter-catchers can spot them. Most counters follow obvious betting schemes, and
to be sure, most counters are likely to get heat at one point or another in their playing careers,
especially if they don’t camouflage their play, although most of the time counters are not
bothered by casino personnel. If the casinos actually gave heat to all the card counters at their
tables, they would lose hundreds of customers, and their money, every busy night.I’m not trying
to give the impression that dealers and pit bosses are talented con artists who can act like
they’re afraid of card counters while knowing most counters are losers. Lower-level casino
employees, such as dealers and pit bosses, know very little about card counting, and even those
few who are trained to count cards in order to recognize their adversaries, often believe that all
card counters pose a real threat to their profits.There is no reason for the upper management of
the casinos to educate dealers and pit bosses about the realities of card counting. Dealers and
pit bosses, like many in the gambling subculture, are often highly superstitious, and ignorant of
the mathematics of any of the games themselves. Counters love to share stories about
superstitious pit bosses, and to most, casino management is dumb. This reminds me of Lenny
Bruce’s “Religions, Inc.” bit where the fire-and-brimstone preacher is accused of being dumb.
“Yeah, I`m a big dummy,” he responds to his detractors. “I’ve got two Lincoln Continentals, that’s
how damn dumb I am!”The Future of BlackjackSo, where is this all going? Are the days
numbered for card counters? Many players fear this may be so, especially considering all the
technological countermeasures that have been developed in the past decade.Automatic
shuffling machines are being introduced on more and more tables. These devices make shuffle
tracking impossible, and they make it faster, and cheaper, for the dealers to shuffle more
frequently. The new continuous shuffle machines make card counting itself impossible. Various
types of “auto-peek” devices are now extensively employed to read the dealers’ hole-cards,
eliminating the possibilities of most legal hole-card strategies—tell play, warp play, first-
basing.Surveillance software that analyzes the skill levels of blackjack players is now used in
many major casinos. Counters who have fooled the pit bosses for years suddenly are called up
on a computer. Prototypes of “smart” blackjack tables—equipped with shoes that can read the
cards as they’re dealt, keep track of the players’ hands and strategies, and record the players’
betting histories via magnetized chips—are now being introduced in Nevada.Even more
ominous than these technological horrors are the legal problems card counters face. In Nevada,
the Gaming Control Board is supposed to be an agency that protects the rights of both the
casinos and the players, ensuring the fairness of the games. To the consternation of blackjack
players, this official state agency has officially taken the position that Nevada’s cheating statute,
which prohibits the casinos from altering the table games in a way that would change the



frequency of the payouts, does not apply to blackjack. Because of this ruling, many Nevada
casinos now train their dealers in hand-held games to count cards and shuffle up any time the
game favors the players, only dealing when the cards favor the house.In New Jersey, the state
supreme court has ruled that players whose civil rights have been violated by the casinos—even
if those players are cheated at the tables—may not sue the casinos for damages. They must
settle their differences with the Casino Control Commission, a state agency which claims no
authority to order monetary reparations to casino patrons.Card counters must accept the fact
that the state gaming regulatory agencies are often corrupt. These “protective” agencies are in
fact puppets of the casinos, controlled by that immensely wealthy industry. As a result, one of the
most rewarding aspects of card counting is taking money from some truly evil entities. The
dealers, pit bosses, shift managers, hosts, and most of the people a card counter will actually
come into contact with in the casinos, are not themselves corrupt; they’re worker ants, in the
same way that people who work on the assembly line at a cigarette factory, or a munitions plant,
are just people who have found a job to do, and they try to do it well in order to pay the rent and
raise their families.But lurking in the shadows of this gambling business are some truly slimy
bastards. If you get into card counting with any serious amount of money, you will learn firsthand
what a nasty business this is. Though it has been shown over and over in the courts that card
counting is perfectly legal—nothing more than using your brain to play your hands—counters are
viewed within the industry as parasites, cheats, and enemies to be eliminated by whatever
means necessary.Casinos throughout the world keep “mug books” of card counters’ names and
photographs, and these photos are hawked and sold on the open market. Despite the fact that
these blacklists might violate various consumer laws, the Fair Credit Reporting Act, civil rights,
laws against libel, slander, and the invasion of privacy, the state courts and police agencies
throughout the U.S. and around the world systematically use these mug books to harass card
counters and deny them access to the gaming tables.The mega-corporations that have taken
over the casino industry have money and political power; professional gamblers, on the other
hand, are nobodies, and lawmakers know which side their bread is buttered on. The majority of
the American public is ignorant of the issues, and the small handful of professional players who
see their civil rights being trampled are like a small voice in the wilderness.When Bill Bible, the
Chairman of the Nevada Gaming Control Board, was appointed by President Clinton to the new
Federal Commission on Gaming in 1997, the American press reported extensively on the
opposition to this appointment by the religious right. The debate centered on the pro-gambling
vs. anti-gambling issues, with Bible portrayed by the right wing as the penultimate pro-gambling
apologist. Ironically, all the professional gamblers I knew were more vehemently opposed to
Bible’s appointment than the anti-gambling lobby, as he is held by many to be personally
responsible for the Nevada casinos’ right to violate the state’s cheating statutes at blackjack.So,
is this forty-plus-year war with the casinos almost over? Is this the beginning of the end? Hardly.
Despite the technology, politics, legal persecution, and immense financial strength of the casino
industry, I remain optimistic. With legal blackjack games now being offered in more than 25



states, there are more profit opportunities for card counters today than at any time in the history
of card counting. Despite four-plus decades of stupid, sometimes illegal, and often very costly
countermeasures, the casinos are not so stupid as to give up all their profits from their biggest
moneymaking table game.Blackjack as a SportPeople enjoy taking risks, and gambling, of any
type, is a rush. Casino blackjack combines this run for the money with a competitive angle, a
game of wit and subterfuge. Every turn of the cards is a cliffhanger. Blackjack has become
popular not because most people think they can get rich playing it, but because it has been
shown to be a game of skill. Card counting is more interesting than picking a number on a
roulette wheel, more challenging than pulling the handle of a slot machine. Many people who
play blackjack have little interest in any of the other casino games, and most do not seriously
dream of getting rich at the blackjack tables. Like myself, they are often people who had never
entered a casino until they’d discovered that one of the games could be beaten by applying an
intelligent, systematic strategy. It’s unfortunate that so many gurus, authors, and publishers
believe that people have to be tantalized by great wealth to interest them in casino blackjack.
You don’t have to make a hundred thousand dollars to make this game exciting. If you’re
dedicated and you practice hard, you’ll come out ahead of the game in the long run. Why risk
your life savings? For most people, the reward is in the play, not the pay.Many years ago, I
realized that the fastest way to make money from card counting would be to open my own
casino. Unfortunately, my $300 savings was not sufficient seed capital for this venture. I did the
next best thing—I started selling inside information to other players. I set up a network of
professional players, mathematicians, and computer experts to share facts, experiences, and
research, and started publishing a quarterly technical journal. But, I never stopped playing the
game for fun, mostly for “nickel” ($5) chips. In the past few years, my connections with
professional blackjack teams and big-money players have enabled me to play a lot more at
higher stakes, but the game has remained just that for me, and the challenge still means as
much as the money.I wouldn’t advise any new blackjack enthusiast to quit work and hock his car
in order to stake his million-dollar fantasy. If, as you practice basic strategy, you feel the urge to
dream about piloting your own airplane to your private island in the Caribbean, think of these
reveries in the same way that thousands of chess players imagine going head-to-head with
Garry Kasparov, or the way a tennis player might fantasize about playing Roger Federer. The fact
that only a handful of tennis players will ever be professionals does not keep millions of
amateurs from playing with true passion.If you have a passion for blackjack, and you apply
yourself diligently, the game will likely pay you dividends in both money and enjoyment. There
are, to be sure, a handful of blackjack legends who have made a fortune from the tables, and
there are many more unknowns who have done the same, steadily, quietly, and unsung. I
suspect a few readers of this book may ultimately join those professional players; I know a few
readers of the last edition did. For all I know, you may be among the pros by the time the next
edition of this book rolls off the press.For me, a major joy of this game, however, will still come
from discovering, analyzing, and revealing its secrets. Over the next fifteen years, I expect to see



shuffle-tracking strategies expounded upon by other authors. I feel sure that “lite” strategy tables
—simplified strategy charts that are easy-to-use—will gain popularity. I expect to see more
running-count systems with accurate “Kelly” betting strategies, and further variations on my
simplified methods of true count adjustments. I also expect the casino industry to continue
moaning and crying, as a small handful of players get smarter, the games get tougher,
surveillance gets more high-tech, and the majority of card counters keep losing their shirts, due
to their own sloppy play and general incompetence.The information that follows is the
information you need to keep a few steps ahead of the casinos. Study it. Learn it. And give ’em
hell.3BLACKJACKBefore learning any winning strategy, it’s important that you familiarize
yourself with the game of blackjack, as played in a casino, including all its rules, procedures, and
options.Blackjack is one of the easiest casino games to play. After an hour of practice with a
deck of cards, following the procedures in this chapter, you will find that you can comfortably
play blackjack in any casino. You cannot beat the game this easily, but the rules and procedures
are simple enough that anyone could understand and play the game with this small amount of
practice.The DealThe cards are dealt from the dealer’s left to right, thus the designation of the
first seat on the dealer’s left as first base. The last seat is referred to as third base.Blackjack was
originally dealt from a single 52-card deck of standard playing cards. Many casinos now shuffle
together anywhere from two to eight decks. If more than two decks are used, the shuffled cards
are placed into a specially designed box on the table called a shoe, which facilitates dealing.The
object of the game is to get a total of 21, or as close to it as possible, without going over 21, or
busting, and beating the total of the dealer’s hand. Players do not play against each other, but
rather against the dealer, who follows house rules in playing his hand. If a player and dealer tie, it
is called a push, and neither wins. If the player busts, he loses even if the dealer busts.In totaling
the hands, cards valued 2 through 9 count exactly at their face value, while cards valued 10,
jack, queen, and king each count for 10. The ace may count as either 1 or 11, whichever the
player prefers.A card’s suit is irrelevant. Any two-card hand that consists of one ace and one ten-
valued card is called a blackjack, or a natural, and is an automatic win, paid off at the rate of $3
to every $2 bet, or 1 1/2 to 1.The TableThis is how a casino blackjack table appears from the
top:The large circles represent the seats, which can accommodate one to seven players. The
small rectangles represent the marked areas on the table where players place their bets. There
is usually a limit sign posted on the table, which states the minimum and maximum bets allowed.
Table minimums may run from $1 to $100, and maximums may run from $25 to $10,000. $5
minimum tables are most common, and some states, such as Colorado, have $5 maximums.
Some casinos, but not all, also post the rule variations for their games on the table.“Hard” Hands
and “Soft” HandsSOFT HAND:Any hand in which an ace can be counted as 11, without busting,
is a soft hand.Example: You hold an ace and a 7, totaling a soft 18. Another example: You hold
an ace, a 9, and an 8, which is a hard 18. In this case, if you counted the ace as 11, your total
would be 28, a bust. It’s important that you be able to read your hand’s total value, hard or soft,
quickly and effortlessly. When you begin to learn winning strategies, you’ll find that hard and soft



hands require different decisions. (Remember, any hand with no aces is always considered a
hard hand.)The Play of the HandsThe dealer shuffles the deck or decks, and then offers the
shuffled cards to be cut by a player. Sometimes, in hand-held games, games where the dealer
physically holds the cards in his hands when he deals, this cut is done exactly as in any home
game. The dealer sets the cards on the table, and a player simply cuts a portion of the cards
from the top of the deck onto the table. In all shoe games, games where the cards are kept in a
plastic device known as a shoe, however, and in most hand-held games, a “cut card” is used.
The is a specially colored card that a player inserts into the deck to indicate the cut point, where
the dealer then completes the cut.After the cut, the dealer burns a card, and sometimes multiple
cards. This means that he removes the top card(s) to the bottom of the deck in a single-deck
game, or into the discard tray in a shoe game.Before any cards are dealt, all bets must be
placed. Each player has a betting spot on the table on which his wager is made. The dealer then
deals two cards to each player. The players’ cards may be dealt face up or face down. In hand-
held games, facedown is more common, while in shoe games face-up is typical. Since players
do not play against each other, but only against the dealer, and since the dealer must play his
hand according to preset house rules regardless of what any player holds, it makes no
difference for most basic strategy players if the hands are dealt face up or face down. If the cards
are dealt face up, players are not allowed to touch their cards. If dealt face down, each player
must pick up his two cards in order to see his hand and make his playing decisions.InsuranceIn
most U.S. casinos, insurance is allowed. Prior to playing any hands, if the dealer’s upcard is an
ace, he will ask, “insurance?” To understand this option, you must know that if the dealer’s first
two cards are an ace and a ten-valued card—blackjack—he will automatically beat every player
hand on the table except for another blackjack, which would push his hand.So, when the dealer
shows an ace upcard, the player hands are in danger. By offering insurance, the dealer gives the
players a chance to make a side-bet that he has a natural, i.e., a ten-valued card in the hole.
Note the specially marked area on the table layout for insurance bets. If the player is willing to
bet that the dealer does, in fact, have a ten-valued card in the hole, for a blackjack, the player
places an amount of money equal to up to one-half his original bet in the insurance space. So, if
a player has $10 bet on the hand, he may make an insurance bet of up to $5, but no more.After
all insurance bets are placed, the dealer peeks at his hole card. If he has a natural, he
immediately turns it up and proceeds to pay off insurance bets, and to collect all original wagers
placed by the players. Since insurance bets are paid at the rate of 2 to 1, a player with a $10
original bet, and a $5 insurance bet, would lose his original $10, since the dealer’s natural is an
automatic win, but would be paid $10 (2 to 1) for his $5 insurance bet. Thus, the player breaks
even.If a player has a blackjack when the dealer has an ace up, instead of offering insurance,
the dealer usually offers “even money” to this player. This means that before the dealer checks
his hole card, the player may accept an even money win for his blackjack. Many players do not
understand that an offer of even money is identical to an offer of insurance when a player has a
blackjack.This is because a player who takes insurance when he has a blackjack will ultimately



be paid even money whether or not the dealer has a ten in the hole. Consider: with $10 bet on
your blackjack hand, and a $5 insurance bet, if the dealer does not have a ten in the hole, then
you’ll lose your $5 insurance bet, but win $15 (1 1/2 to 1) for your $10 blackjack hand. That’s a
net win of $10, or even money.On the other hand, if the dealer does have a ten in the hole, then
you win $10 (2 to 1) on your $5 insurance bet, but push on your $10 blackjack hand, again for a
net win of $10—even money. So, if you have a blackjack, an offer of even money is the same
thing as an offer of insurance.If the dealer doesn’t have a natural, he immediately collects all
insurance bets, and the play of the hands resumes, starting with the first base player and
working clockwise. In some casinos, dealers do not check their hole cards or settle insurance
bets until after the play of the hands.HittingAssuming the player does not have a natural, which
is an automatic win, the player’s most common decision is whether to hit or stand. Hitting is
taking another card; standing is refusing one. Example: A player holds a 5 and an 8 for a total of
13. Wanting to get closer to 21, he signals the dealer for a hit. In a face-up game (i.e., a game in
which all players’ cards are dealt face up, so players are not allowed to touch their cards), the
player signals for a hit by scratching or tapping the tabletop with his finger. In a facedown game
where the player must pick up his first two cards, the player signals for a hit by scratching or
tapping on the tabletop with the edge of his cards. The dealer then deals the player another card
face-up on the table. The player may not touch this or any subsequent cards dealt to him. Let’s
say this card is a deuce—the player may now decide to stand or hit again. The player may hit as
many times as he chooses, so long as his total does not exceed 21.StandingA player signals he
wants to stand by either waving his hand sideways, palm down in a face-up game, or, in a
facedown game, by sliding his original two cards facedown beneath his wager.BustingIn a
facedown game, if a player hits his hand to a total of more than 21, he should immediately lay his
original two cards face up on the table. The dealer will collect the player’s wager. In a face-up
game, players don’t have to do anything, as the dealer will see the bust, sometimes remarking,
“too many,” as he collects the bet.Doubling DownA player may also elect to double down on his
first two cards. This means that the player doubles the size of his bet, and receives one and only
one hit card. In the face-up game players double down by placing an amount of money equal to
the original bet on the table, beside the money already wagered. In the facedown game, the
player places his original two cards face up on the table behind his bet, then places an amount
of money equal to his original bet beside it in his betting spot. A casino may have restrictions on
when a player may double down: Some allow doubling down on any two original cards; others
restrict the play to hard totals of 9, 10, and 11 only, some to 10 and 11 only. There are even a few
casinos that allow doubling down on more than two cards, but this rule variation is rare. Many
casinos allow players to “double for less” than the original wager, but none allow players to
double down for more.Splitting PairsIf a player holds two cards of the same value, he may split
the pair into two separate hands. For example, let’s say you’re dealt two 8s. You do not have to
play this as a single hand totaling 16. By placing an amount of money equal to your original bet
on the table, you may play each 8 as a separate hand. Again, in the face-up game, you do not



touch the cards, but simply take this option by putting your money on the table. In the facedown
game, you separate each of your cards face-up on the table, and add the bet for the second
hand beside one of the cards. When you split aces, most casinos do not allow more than one
additional card on each ace. Likewise, most casinos allow non-ace pairs to be re-split up to four
hands. If, for instance, you split a pair of 8s, and received another 8 on one of the hands, most
casinos would allow you to re-split and play a third hand.Usually, split aces may not be re-split. If
you receive a ten on one of your split aces, this hand counts as 21, but is not a blackjack. You
will not be paid 3 to 2. The dealer will complete his hand, and if he also totals 21, it’s a push.
Most casinos, though, allow you to split any ten-valued cards. For instance, you may split a jack
and a king. Some casinos, however, require that only identical ten-valued cards, such as two
kings, may be split. As with split aces, if you split tens and draw an ace on one of them, it is not
counted as a blackjack.Unless told otherwise, assume the standard pair-splitting rules: Any pair
may be split; any pair, except aces, may be re-split; split aces receive only one card each. There
are also some casinos that allow you to double down after splitting. For instance, you split a pair
of 8s, and on one of the hands you’re dealt a 3 for a total of 11. Some casinos will allow you to
double down on this hand if you like.SurrenderIn a few casinos, the player may surrender his first
two cards and lose only half his bet. This means that the hand will not be played out. The dealer
will collect the player’s cards and exactly one half the amount the player had wagered. The other
half of the wager is returned to the player. Surrender is not allowed if the dealer has a natural, in
which case the player loses his whole bet. When the Atlantic City casinos first opened in the late
1970s, they did allow players to surrender before the dealer checked for a natural. This rule is
called early surrender. It is not currently available in Atlantic City, but has occasionally been
offered at other casinos. (The original surrender rule is now often referred to as late surrender.)
Some casinos in Europe and Asia allow early surrender against a ten, but not against an ace.No
Hole CardIn some casinos, the dealer does not check his hole card until after all the players
complete their hands; in others, the dealer does not even deal his hole card until the players’
hands are completed. This means that the dealer may ultimately get a natural and beat the table.
If a player had doubled down or split a pair, he would lose only his original bet if he were playing
in any U.S. or Canadian casino, but the European no-hole-card rule is different. In most
European casinos, if the player doubles down or splits a pair, he will lose all double and/or split
bets if the dealer gets a natural.Multi-ActionSome casinos use special table layouts that allow
players to place up to three simultaneous bets. In these Multi-Action games, the player will play
his hand once, but the dealer will play out his hand three times. He will use the same upcard, but
will draw a new hole card, and hit cards if necessary, against each successive player bet. In
these games, all other blackjack rules and options remain the same.The Dealer’s HandThe
dealer completes his own hand only after all players have completed theirs. The dealer has no
options: He is not allowed to double down or split any pair, he’s not allowed to surrender, and he
must hit any hand totaling less than 17 and stand on any hand of 17 or more. The only exception
to this is that some casinos require the dealer to hit a soft 17 (such as A, 6). In these casinos, the



dealer stands on hard 17 or over, and soft 18 or over. In no casino does the dealer have any
choice about how to play his hand. He must follow house rules. If, for instance, you are playing in
a face-up game and the dealer sees that you have stood on a total of 15, when his hand totals
16, he does not automatically win. He must hit his hand when his total is less than 17, and he will
only win your bet if he does not bust.That covers all of the rules of standard casino blackjack,
although there are some obscure practices you may encounter that do not affect the game
significantly: A few casinos offer bonuses for certain player hands, such as three sevens, or 6, 7,
8 of the same suit; some casinos offer a blackjack variation called Double Exposure in which
both of the dealer’s first two cards are dealt face up, but the dealer wins all ties. This is a
relatively rare game, requiring a different strategy.A few casinos also offer various side-bet
options—Over/Under, Royal Match, and Super Sevens are among the most common. These
types of options allow the player to place a separate bet, usually in a specially marked area of
the table, and do not affect the play of the regular blackjack hand.WARNING:Many casinos
today also offer games that look like blackjack, but in fact are NOT. At least they’re not the
traditional game that can be beaten with card counting. In some of these games, a blackjack
only pays even money, or 6:5, instead of the traditional 3 to 2. Another variation, in which
blackjacks pay even money, called “Super Fun 21,” (Yeah, super fun for the casino that’s taking
your money!) is a pseudo-blackjack variation that mimics the traditional game. In some games,
ten-value cards have been removed from the shoe, another sucker game to avoid. This awful
game is usually called “Spanish 21.” It was apparently invented during the Spanish Inquisition as
a form of torture!If you have never played blackjack in a casino, then you should spend an hour
playing with a friend or just by yourself, until you feel comfortable with the game. If you have a
computer, there are many excellent and inexpensive software programs available that provide
realistic practice games. When practicing, whether on a computer or your kitchen table, don’t
worry about minor details, such as the precise method of “scratching” for a hit. You’ll understand
the correct signals within a few minutes of observation in a casino. If you’re not quite sure of
some signal or rule variations when you are playing in a casino, the dealer will be happy to
explain if you ask. There is no harm in appearing clueless; casinos cater to tourists, and
explaining the procedures of the games is a regular part of their job.HOW TO PLAY CASINO
BLACKJACK3BLACKJACK Before learning any winning strategy, it’s important that you
familiarize yourself with the game of blackjack, as played in a casino, including all its rules,
procedures, and options.Blackjack is one of the easiest casino games to play. After an hour of
practice with a deck of cards, following the procedures in this chapter, you will find that you can
comfortably play blackjack in any casino. You cannot beat the game this easily, but the rules and
procedures are simple enough that anyone could understand and play the game with this small
amount of practice.The DealThe cards are dealt from the dealer’s left to right, thus the
designation of the first seat on the dealer’s left as first base. The last seat is referred to as third
base.Blackjack was originally dealt from a single 52-card deck of standard playing cards. Many
casinos now shuffle together anywhere from two to eight decks. If more than two decks are



used, the shuffled cards are placed into a specially designed box on the table called a shoe,
which facilitates dealing.The object of the game is to get a total of 21, or as close to it as
possible, without going over 21, or busting, and beating the total of the dealer’s hand. Players do
not play against each other, but rather against the dealer, who follows house rules in playing his
hand. If a player and dealer tie, it is called a push, and neither wins. If the player busts, he loses
even if the dealer busts.In totaling the hands, cards valued 2 through 9 count exactly at their face
value, while cards valued 10, jack, queen, and king each count for 10. The ace may count as
either 1 or 11, whichever the player prefers.A card’s suit is irrelevant. Any two-card hand that
consists of one ace and one ten-valued card is called a blackjack, or a natural, and is an
automatic win, paid off at the rate of $3 to every $2 bet, or 1 1/2 to 1.The TableThis is how a
casino blackjack table appears from the top:The large circles represent the seats, which can
accommodate one to seven players. The small rectangles represent the marked areas on the
table where players place their bets. There is usually a limit sign posted on the table, which
states the minimum and maximum bets allowed. Table minimums may run from $1 to $100, and
maximums may run from $25 to $10,000. $5 minimum tables are most common, and some
states, such as Colorado, have $5 maximums. Some casinos, but not all, also post the rule
variations for their games on the table.“Hard” Hands and “Soft” HandsSOFT HAND:Any hand in
which an ace can be counted as 11, without busting, is a soft hand.SOFT HAND:Any hand in
which an ace can be counted as 11, without busting, is a soft hand.Example: You hold an ace
and a 7, totaling a soft 18. Another example: You hold an ace, a 9, and an 8, which is a hard 18.
In this case, if you counted the ace as 11, your total would be 28, a bust. It’s important that you
be able to read your hand’s total value, hard or soft, quickly and effortlessly. When you begin to
learn winning strategies, you’ll find that hard and soft hands require different decisions.
(Remember, any hand with no aces is always considered a hard hand.)The Play of the
HandsThe dealer shuffles the deck or decks, and then offers the shuffled cards to be cut by a
player. Sometimes, in hand-held games, games where the dealer physically holds the cards in
his hands when he deals, this cut is done exactly as in any home game. The dealer sets the
cards on the table, and a player simply cuts a portion of the cards from the top of the deck onto
the table. In all shoe games, games where the cards are kept in a plastic device known as a
shoe, however, and in most hand-held games, a “cut card” is used. The is a specially colored
card that a player inserts into the deck to indicate the cut point, where the dealer then completes
the cut.After the cut, the dealer burns a card, and sometimes multiple cards. This means that he
removes the top card(s) to the bottom of the deck in a single-deck game, or into the discard tray
in a shoe game.Before any cards are dealt, all bets must be placed. Each player has a betting
spot on the table on which his wager is made. The dealer then deals two cards to each player.
The players’ cards may be dealt face up or face down. In hand-held games, facedown is more
common, while in shoe games face-up is typical. Since players do not play against each other,
but only against the dealer, and since the dealer must play his hand according to preset house
rules regardless of what any player holds, it makes no difference for most basic strategy players



if the hands are dealt face up or face down. If the cards are dealt face up, players are not allowed
to touch their cards. If dealt face down, each player must pick up his two cards in order to see his
hand and make his playing decisions.InsuranceIn most U.S. casinos, insurance is allowed. Prior
to playing any hands, if the dealer’s upcard is an ace, he will ask, “insurance?” To understand
this option, you must know that if the dealer’s first two cards are an ace and a ten-valued card—
blackjack—he will automatically beat every player hand on the table except for another
blackjack, which would push his hand.So, when the dealer shows an ace upcard, the player
hands are in danger. By offering insurance, the dealer gives the players a chance to make a side-
bet that he has a natural, i.e., a ten-valued card in the hole. Note the specially marked area on
the table layout for insurance bets. If the player is willing to bet that the dealer does, in fact, have
a ten-valued card in the hole, for a blackjack, the player places an amount of money equal to up
to one-half his original bet in the insurance space. So, if a player has $10 bet on the hand, he
may make an insurance bet of up to $5, but no more.After all insurance bets are placed, the
dealer peeks at his hole card. If he has a natural, he immediately turns it up and proceeds to pay
off insurance bets, and to collect all original wagers placed by the players. Since insurance bets
are paid at the rate of 2 to 1, a player with a $10 original bet, and a $5 insurance bet, would lose
his original $10, since the dealer’s natural is an automatic win, but would be paid $10 (2 to 1) for
his $5 insurance bet. Thus, the player breaks even.If a player has a blackjack when the dealer
has an ace up, instead of offering insurance, the dealer usually offers “even money” to this
player. This means that before the dealer checks his hole card, the player may accept an even
money win for his blackjack. Many players do not understand that an offer of even money is
identical to an offer of insurance when a player has a blackjack.This is because a player who
takes insurance when he has a blackjack will ultimately be paid even money whether or not the
dealer has a ten in the hole. Consider: with $10 bet on your blackjack hand, and a $5 insurance
bet, if the dealer does not have a ten in the hole, then you’ll lose your $5 insurance bet, but win
$15 (1 1/2 to 1) for your $10 blackjack hand. That’s a net win of $10, or even money.On the other
hand, if the dealer does have a ten in the hole, then you win $10 (2 to 1) on your $5 insurance
bet, but push on your $10 blackjack hand, again for a net win of $10—even money. So, if you
have a blackjack, an offer of even money is the same thing as an offer of insurance.If the dealer
doesn’t have a natural, he immediately collects all insurance bets, and the play of the hands
resumes, starting with the first base player and working clockwise. In some casinos, dealers do
not check their hole cards or settle insurance bets until after the play of the
hands.HittingAssuming the player does not have a natural, which is an automatic win, the
player’s most common decision is whether to hit or stand. Hitting is taking another card; standing
is refusing one. Example: A player holds a 5 and an 8 for a total of 13. Wanting to get closer to
21, he signals the dealer for a hit. In a face-up game (i.e., a game in which all players’ cards are
dealt face up, so players are not allowed to touch their cards), the player signals for a hit by
scratching or tapping the tabletop with his finger. In a facedown game where the player must
pick up his first two cards, the player signals for a hit by scratching or tapping on the tabletop



with the edge of his cards. The dealer then deals the player another card face-up on the table.
The player may not touch this or any subsequent cards dealt to him. Let’s say this card is a deuce
—the player may now decide to stand or hit again. The player may hit as many times as he
chooses, so long as his total does not exceed 21.StandingA player signals he wants to stand by
either waving his hand sideways, palm down in a face-up game, or, in a facedown game, by
sliding his original two cards facedown beneath his wager.BustingIn a facedown game, if a
player hits his hand to a total of more than 21, he should immediately lay his original two cards
face up on the table. The dealer will collect the player’s wager. In a face-up game, players don’t
have to do anything, as the dealer will see the bust, sometimes remarking, “too many,” as he
collects the bet.Doubling DownA player may also elect to double down on his first two cards.
This means that the player doubles the size of his bet, and receives one and only one hit card. In
the face-up game players double down by placing an amount of money equal to the original bet
on the table, beside the money already wagered. In the facedown game, the player places his
original two cards face up on the table behind his bet, then places an amount of money equal to
his original bet beside it in his betting spot. A casino may have restrictions on when a player may
double down: Some allow doubling down on any two original cards; others restrict the play to
hard totals of 9, 10, and 11 only, some to 10 and 11 only. There are even a few casinos that allow
doubling down on more than two cards, but this rule variation is rare. Many casinos allow players
to “double for less” than the original wager, but none allow players to double down for
more.Splitting PairsIf a player holds two cards of the same value, he may split the pair into two
separate hands. For example, let’s say you’re dealt two 8s. You do not have to play this as a
single hand totaling 16. By placing an amount of money equal to your original bet on the table,
you may play each 8 as a separate hand. Again, in the face-up game, you do not touch the
cards, but simply take this option by putting your money on the table. In the facedown game, you
separate each of your cards face-up on the table, and add the bet for the second hand beside
one of the cards. When you split aces, most casinos do not allow more than one additional card
on each ace. Likewise, most casinos allow non-ace pairs to be re-split up to four hands. If, for
instance, you split a pair of 8s, and received another 8 on one of the hands, most casinos would
allow you to re-split and play a third hand.Usually, split aces may not be re-split. If you receive a
ten on one of your split aces, this hand counts as 21, but is not a blackjack. You will not be paid 3
to 2. The dealer will complete his hand, and if he also totals 21, it’s a push. Most casinos,
though, allow you to split any ten-valued cards. For instance, you may split a jack and a king.
Some casinos, however, require that only identical ten-valued cards, such as two kings, may be
split. As with split aces, if you split tens and draw an ace on one of them, it is not counted as a
blackjack.Unless told otherwise, assume the standard pair-splitting rules: Any pair may be split;
any pair, except aces, may be re-split; split aces receive only one card each. There are also
some casinos that allow you to double down after splitting. For instance, you split a pair of 8s,
and on one of the hands you’re dealt a 3 for a total of 11. Some casinos will allow you to double
down on this hand if you like.SurrenderIn a few casinos, the player may surrender his first two



cards and lose only half his bet. This means that the hand will not be played out. The dealer will
collect the player’s cards and exactly one half the amount the player had wagered. The other half
of the wager is returned to the player. Surrender is not allowed if the dealer has a natural, in
which case the player loses his whole bet. When the Atlantic City casinos first opened in the late
1970s, they did allow players to surrender before the dealer checked for a natural. This rule is
called early surrender. It is not currently available in Atlantic City, but has occasionally been
offered at other casinos. (The original surrender rule is now often referred to as late surrender.)
Some casinos in Europe and Asia allow early surrender against a ten, but not against an ace.No
Hole CardIn some casinos, the dealer does not check his hole card until after all the players
complete their hands; in others, the dealer does not even deal his hole card until the players’
hands are completed. This means that the dealer may ultimately get a natural and beat the table.
If a player had doubled down or split a pair, he would lose only his original bet if he were playing
in any U.S. or Canadian casino, but the European no-hole-card rule is different. In most
European casinos, if the player doubles down or splits a pair, he will lose all double and/or split
bets if the dealer gets a natural.Multi-ActionSome casinos use special table layouts that allow
players to place up to three simultaneous bets. In these Multi-Action games, the player will play
his hand once, but the dealer will play out his hand three times. He will use the same upcard, but
will draw a new hole card, and hit cards if necessary, against each successive player bet. In
these games, all other blackjack rules and options remain the same.The Dealer’s HandThe
dealer completes his own hand only after all players have completed theirs. The dealer has no
options: He is not allowed to double down or split any pair, he’s not allowed to surrender, and he
must hit any hand totaling less than 17 and stand on any hand of 17 or more. The only exception
to this is that some casinos require the dealer to hit a soft 17 (such as A, 6). In these casinos, the
dealer stands on hard 17 or over, and soft 18 or over. In no casino does the dealer have any
choice about how to play his hand. He must follow house rules. If, for instance, you are playing in
a face-up game and the dealer sees that you have stood on a total of 15, when his hand totals
16, he does not automatically win. He must hit his hand when his total is less than 17, and he will
only win your bet if he does not bust.That covers all of the rules of standard casino blackjack,
although there are some obscure practices you may encounter that do not affect the game
significantly: A few casinos offer bonuses for certain player hands, such as three sevens, or 6, 7,
8 of the same suit; some casinos offer a blackjack variation called Double Exposure in which
both of the dealer’s first two cards are dealt face up, but the dealer wins all ties. This is a
relatively rare game, requiring a different strategy.A few casinos also offer various side-bet
options—Over/Under, Royal Match, and Super Sevens are among the most common. These
types of options allow the player to place a separate bet, usually in a specially marked area of
the table, and do not affect the play of the regular blackjack hand.WARNING:Many casinos
today also offer games that look like blackjack, but in fact are NOT. At least they’re not the
traditional game that can be beaten with card counting. In some of these games, a blackjack
only pays even money, or 6:5, instead of the traditional 3 to 2. Another variation, in which



blackjacks pay even money, called “Super Fun 21,” (Yeah, super fun for the casino that’s taking
your money!) is a pseudo-blackjack variation that mimics the traditional game. In some games,
ten-value cards have been removed from the shoe, another sucker game to avoid. This awful
game is usually called “Spanish 21.” It was apparently invented during the Spanish Inquisition as
a form of torture!WARNING:Many casinos today also offer games that look like blackjack, but in
fact are NOT. At least they’re not the traditional game that can be beaten with card counting. In
some of these games, a blackjack only pays even money, or 6:5, instead of the traditional 3 to 2.
Another variation, in which blackjacks pay even money, called “Super Fun 21,” (Yeah, super fun
for the casino that’s taking your money!) is a pseudo-blackjack variation that mimics the
traditional game. In some games, ten-value cards have been removed from the shoe, another
sucker game to avoid. This awful game is usually called “Spanish 21.” It was apparently invented
during the Spanish Inquisition as a form of torture!If you have never played blackjack in a casino,
then you should spend an hour playing with a friend or just by yourself, until you feel comfortable
with the game. If you have a computer, there are many excellent and inexpensive software
programs available that provide realistic practice games. When practicing, whether on a
computer or your kitchen table, don’t worry about minor details, such as the precise method of
“scratching” for a hit. You’ll understand the correct signals within a few minutes of observation in
a casino. If you’re not quite sure of some signal or rule variations when you are playing in a
casino, the dealer will be happy to explain if you ask. There is no harm in appearing clueless;
casinos cater to tourists, and explaining the procedures of the games is a regular part of their
job.BASIC STRATEGY4BASIC STRATEGYOnce you understand how to play blackjack, you can
get into a game without losing your bankroll. If you make your decisions by playing your
hunches, you will lose in the long run—there is only one correct decision for any given play, and
that decision is based strictly on mathematics. Whether or not you should hit or stand, double
down or split a pair, depends on what the laws of probability dictate. Mathematicians, using
computers, have matched every possible hand you might hold against every possible dealer
upcard—and it’s their way or the highway.BASIC STRATEGY :Basic strategy is the best way,
mathematically, to play your hands if you are not counting cards.Depending on the rules and the
number of decks in use, basic strategy will usually cut the house edge to no more than about
1/2% over the player. This makes blackjack the most advantageous game in the casino, even if
you are not a card counter.To explain why various basic strategy decisions work would require
extensive mathematical proof. Unless you understand the math, and have a computer to work it
out, you’ll have to accept basic strategy on faith. There is an underlying logic to basic strategy,
however, which can be understood by anyone who understands the rules of blackjack.Why
Basic Strategy WorksIn a 52-card deck there are 16 ten-valued cards: four tens, four jacks, four
queens, and four kings. (For purposes of simplification, when I refer to a card as a “ten” or “X,” it
is understood to mean any 10, jack, queen, or king.) Every other denomination has only four
cards, one of each suit. You are four times more likely to pull a ten out of the deck than, say, a
deuce. Because of this, when the dealer’s upcard is “high” —7, 8, 9, X, or A—he has a greater



likelihood of finishing with a strong total than when his upcard is “low” —2, 3, 4, 5, or 6.So, if the
dealer’s upcard is a 7, 8, 9, X, or A, and you hold a “stiff” —any hand totaling 12 through 16—
you would hit. When the dealer’s hand indicates strength, you do not want to stand with a weak
hand. Even though when you hit a stiff you’re more likely to bust than to make a pat hand, you
will lose more money in the long run if you stand on these weak hands when the dealer shows
strength.On the other hand, if the dealer’s upcard is 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6, and you hold a stiff hand, you
should stand. Since he must hit his stiff hands, and since stiffs bust a large percentage of the
time, hitting your weak hand isn’t the right play.Similarly, if the dealer’s upcard indicates he may
be stiff, it’s in your favor to double down or to split pairs, thereby getting more money onto the
table when the dealer has a good chance of busting. You double down and split pairs less often
when the dealer shows a strong upcard.That’s the basic logic of casino blackjack. There are
exceptions to these oversimplified guidelines, as the actual basic strategy decision for any given
hand is determined by working out all of the mathematical probabilities, but this gives you a
working idea of the strategy.This generic basic strategy may be used for any game. See
Appendix for comprehensive basic strategy according to all rule variations and the specific
number of decks in play.Using the Basic Strategy ChartDo not attempt to learn all aspects of
basic strategy at once, but remember that regardless of the number of decks in play or the rule
variations, basic strategy for any game is essentially the same. Since so few casinos offer early
and late surrender, don’t bother with these options unless you plan to specifically play those
tables that include this variation, or are interested in the academic exercise. Early surrender is
not included in these charts; should you find a casino that offers this option, you will find the
basic strategy for it in the Complete Basic Strategy Chart section in the Appendix.The basic
strategy chart presented here is a “composite” basic strategy, good for any set of rules and any
number of decks. Actually, as these conditions change, some of the basic strategy decisions
also change. Usually, these apply to borderline decisions, and do not significantly change your
expectation. I know a number of high stakes pros that know only one basic strategy, and ignore
the fine changes caused by rule variations and the number of decks in play. In the Appendix, a
complete basic strategy, including all the changes according to rule and deck variations, is
presented. This is for advanced players, or for players who expect to do most of their playing
under the same set of rules and conditions, and who would like to play accurately. For now, I
advise learning this composite basic strategy, which may be all you will ever need.Two pair-
splitting tables are presented here. Note that I use the symbol “$” to denote a pair-split decision.
The first pair-split table assumes that you are not allowed to double down after splitting, and
that’s the rule in many casinos, though in some, including many in the Las Vegas Strip and all of
Atlantic City’s, players are allowed to double down after pair-splits. If you plan to play primarily in
these casinos, study the second table, and note that there are only a few differences between
these tables. If you’ll be playing in games with both rules, just learn the first table, then brush up
on the differences prior to playing in the double-after-split (DAS) casinos. Notice also that I use
the symbol “¢” to denote a basic strategy surrender decision.The charts are straightforward: The



player’s hands are listed vertically down the left side, and the dealer’s up-cards are listed
horizontally along the top. Thus, if you hold a hand totaling 14 against a dealer’s 6, you can see
the basic strategy decision is “S,” or Stand. With a total of 14 against a dealer 7, the “H” indicates
you would hit. Note: If your total of 14 is comprised of a pair of sevens, you must consult the pair-
splitting chart first. You can see that with a pair of sevens against either a dealer 6 or 7, you
would split ($) your 7s.Order of DecisionsUse the basic strategy chart in this order:1. If surrender
is allowed, this takes priority over any other decision. If basic strategy calls for surrender, throw in
the hand.2. If you have a pair, determine whether or not basic strategy calls for a split.3. If you
have a possible double down hand, this play takes priority over hitting or standing. For instance,
in Las Vegas and Atlantic City, you may double down on any two cards. So, with A7 (soft 18)
against a dealer 5, your basic strategy play, as per the chart, is to double down. In Northern
Nevada, where you may usually double down on 10 or 11 only, you should stand. 4. After
determining that you do not want to surrender, split a pair, or double down, consult the “Stand”
chart. Always hit a hard total of 11 or below. Always stand on a hard total of 17 or higher. For all
stiff hands, hard 12 through 16, consult the basic strategy chart. Always hit soft 17 (A,6) or
below. Always stand on soft 19 (A,8) or higher. With a soft 18 (A,7), consult the chart.How to
Practice Basic StrategyStudy the ChartsAny professional card counter could easily and quickly
reproduce from memory a set of basic strategy charts. Study the charts one section at a time.
Start with the hard Stand decisions: Look at the chart and observe the pattern of the decisions
as they appear in the chart—close your eyes and visualize this pattern. Study the chart once
more, then get out your pencil and paper. Reproduce the hard Stand chart. Do this for each
section of the chart separately—hard Stand, soft Stand, hard Double Down, soft Double Down,
Pair-splits, and Surrender. Keep doing it until you have mastered the charts.Practice with
CardsPlace an ace face up on a table to represent the dealer’s upcard. Shuffle the rest of the
cards, then deal two cards face up to yourself. Do not deal the dealer a downcard. Look at your
two cards and the dealer’s ace and make your basic strategy decision. Check the chart to see if
you are correct, but do not complete your hand. If the decision is “hit,” don’t bother to take the hit
card. After you’ve made and double-checked your decision, deal another two cards to yourself.
Don’t bother to pick up your first hand. Just drop your next, and all subsequent, cards face up on
top of the last cards dealt. Go through the entire deck (25 hands), then change the dealer’s
upcard to a deuce, then to a 3, 4, 5, and so on. You should be able to run through a full deck of
player hands for all ten dealer upcards in less than half an hour once you are able to make your
decisions without consulting the charts. Once you start to get the hang of it, every decision
should be instantaneous. Strive for perfection. If you have the slightest doubt about any decision,
consult the chart.To practice your pair-split decisions, which occur less frequently than other
decisions, reverse the above exercise. Deal yourself a pair of aces, then run through the deck
changing only the dealer’s upcard. Then give yourself a pair of deuces, and all the cards that
follow. Don’t waste time with any exercise you don’t need. Your basic strategy for splitting aces,
for instance, is always to split them. You don’t need to run through a whole deck of dealer up-



cards every day to practice this decision. Likewise, basic strategy tells you to always split eights,
and never to split fives or tens. You should concentrate mostly on learning when to split 2s, 3s,
6s, 7s, and 9s, which you’ll master soon enough.If you learn to play basic strategy without
counting cards, most casinos will have only a 1/2% edge over you, meaning that in the long run,
they will win about 50¢ for every $100 you bet. (In some games, the house advantage over basic
strategy players amounts to slightly more or less.) If you play blackjack for high stakes, it is wise
to learn basic strategy, even if you are not inclined to count cards, as using it accurately will
greatly cut your losses.Simplified Basic StrategyIf you do not intend to learn accurate basic
strategy, you can cut the house edge to about 1% by playing an approximate basic strategy.
Follow these rules:1. Never take insurance.2. If the dealer’s upcard is 7, 8, 9, X, or A, hit until you
get to hard 17 or more.3. If the dealer’s upcard is 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6, stand on all your stiffs, hard
hands of 12 through 16.4. Hit all soft hands of soft 17 (A6) and less.5. Stand on soft 18 (A7) or
higher.6. Double down on 10 and 11 against any dealer upcard from 2 through 9.BASIC
STRATEGY4BASIC STRATEGYOnce you understand how to play blackjack, you can get into a
game without losing your bankroll. If you make your decisions by playing your hunches, you will
lose in the long run—there is only one correct decision for any given play, and that decision is
based strictly on mathematics. Whether or not you should hit or stand, double down or split a
pair, depends on what the laws of probability dictate. Mathematicians, using computers, have
matched every possible hand you might hold against every possible dealer upcard—and it’s
their way or the highway.BASIC STRATEGY :Basic strategy is the best way, mathematically, to
play your hands if you are not counting cards.BASIC STRATEGY :Basic strategy is the best way,
mathematically, to play your hands if you are not counting cards.Depending on the rules and the
number of decks in use, basic strategy will usually cut the house edge to no more than about
1/2% over the player. This makes blackjack the most advantageous game in the casino, even if
you are not a card counter.To explain why various basic strategy decisions work would require
extensive mathematical proof. Unless you understand the math, and have a computer to work it
out, you’ll have to accept basic strategy on faith. There is an underlying logic to basic strategy,
however, which can be understood by anyone who understands the rules of blackjack.Why
Basic Strategy WorksIn a 52-card deck there are 16 ten-valued cards: four tens, four jacks, four
queens, and four kings. (For purposes of simplification, when I refer to a card as a “ten” or “X,” it
is understood to mean any 10, jack, queen, or king.) Every other denomination has only four
cards, one of each suit. You are four times more likely to pull a ten out of the deck than, say, a
deuce. Because of this, when the dealer’s upcard is “high” —7, 8, 9, X, or A—he has a greater
likelihood of finishing with a strong total than when his upcard is “low” —2, 3, 4, 5, or 6.So, if the
dealer’s upcard is a 7, 8, 9, X, or A, and you hold a “stiff” —any hand totaling 12 through 16—
you would hit. When the dealer’s hand indicates strength, you do not want to stand with a weak
hand. Even though when you hit a stiff you’re more likely to bust than to make a pat hand, you
will lose more money in the long run if you stand on these weak hands when the dealer shows
strength.On the other hand, if the dealer’s upcard is 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6, and you hold a stiff hand, you



should stand. Since he must hit his stiff hands, and since stiffs bust a large percentage of the
time, hitting your weak hand isn’t the right play.Similarly, if the dealer’s upcard indicates he may
be stiff, it’s in your favor to double down or to split pairs, thereby getting more money onto the
table when the dealer has a good chance of busting. You double down and split pairs less often
when the dealer shows a strong upcard.That’s the basic logic of casino blackjack. There are
exceptions to these oversimplified guidelines, as the actual basic strategy decision for any given
hand is determined by working out all of the mathematical probabilities, but this gives you a
working idea of the strategy.This generic basic strategy may be used for any game. See
Appendix for comprehensive basic strategy according to all rule variations and the specific
number of decks in play.This generic basic strategy may be used for any game. See Appendix
for comprehensive basic strategy according to all rule variations and the specific number of
decks in play.Using the Basic Strategy ChartDo not attempt to learn all aspects of basic strategy
at once, but remember that regardless of the number of decks in play or the rule variations, basic
strategy for any game is essentially the same. Since so few casinos offer early and late
surrender, don’t bother with these options unless you plan to specifically play those tables that
include this variation, or are interested in the academic exercise. Early surrender is not included
in these charts; should you find a casino that offers this option, you will find the basic strategy for
it in the Complete Basic Strategy Chart section in the Appendix.The basic strategy chart
presented here is a “composite” basic strategy, good for any set of rules and any number of
decks. Actually, as these conditions change, some of the basic strategy decisions also change.
Usually, these apply to borderline decisions, and do not significantly change your expectation. I
know a number of high stakes pros that know only one basic strategy, and ignore the fine
changes caused by rule variations and the number of decks in play. In the Appendix, a complete
basic strategy, including all the changes according to rule and deck variations, is presented. This
is for advanced players, or for players who expect to do most of their playing under the same set
of rules and conditions, and who would like to play accurately. For now, I advise learning this
composite basic strategy, which may be all you will ever need.Two pair-splitting tables are
presented here. Note that I use the symbol “$” to denote a pair-split decision. The first pair-split
table assumes that you are not allowed to double down after splitting, and that’s the rule in many
casinos, though in some, including many in the Las Vegas Strip and all of Atlantic City’s, players
are allowed to double down after pair-splits. If you plan to play primarily in these casinos, study
the second table, and note that there are only a few differences between these tables. If you’ll be
playing in games with both rules, just learn the first table, then brush up on the differences prior
to playing in the double-after-split (DAS) casinos. Notice also that I use the symbol “¢” to denote
a basic strategy surrender decision.The charts are straightforward: The player’s hands are listed
vertically down the left side, and the dealer’s up-cards are listed horizontally along the top. Thus,
if you hold a hand totaling 14 against a dealer’s 6, you can see the basic strategy decision is “S,”
or Stand. With a total of 14 against a dealer 7, the “H” indicates you would hit. Note: If your total
of 14 is comprised of a pair of sevens, you must consult the pair-splitting chart first. You can see



that with a pair of sevens against either a dealer 6 or 7, you would split ($) your 7s.Order of
DecisionsUse the basic strategy chart in this order:1. If surrender is allowed, this takes priority
over any other decision. If basic strategy calls for surrender, throw in the hand.2. If you have a
pair, determine whether or not basic strategy calls for a split.3. If you have a possible double
down hand, this play takes priority over hitting or standing. For instance, in Las Vegas and
Atlantic City, you may double down on any two cards. So, with A7 (soft 18) against a dealer 5,
your basic strategy play, as per the chart, is to double down. In Northern Nevada, where you may
usually double down on 10 or 11 only, you should stand. 4. After determining that you do not
want to surrender, split a pair, or double down, consult the “Stand” chart. Always hit a hard total
of 11 or below. Always stand on a hard total of 17 or higher. For all stiff hands, hard 12 through
16, consult the basic strategy chart. Always hit soft 17 (A,6) or below. Always stand on soft 19
(A,8) or higher. With a soft 18 (A,7), consult the chart.How to Practice Basic StrategyStudy the
ChartsAny professional card counter could easily and quickly reproduce from memory a set of
basic strategy charts. Study the charts one section at a time. Start with the hard Stand decisions:
Look at the chart and observe the pattern of the decisions as they appear in the chart—close
your eyes and visualize this pattern. Study the chart once more, then get out your pencil and
paper. Reproduce the hard Stand chart. Do this for each section of the chart separately—hard
Stand, soft Stand, hard Double Down, soft Double Down, Pair-splits, and Surrender. Keep doing
it until you have mastered the charts.Practice with CardsPlace an ace face up on a table to
represent the dealer’s upcard. Shuffle the rest of the cards, then deal two cards face up to
yourself. Do not deal the dealer a downcard. Look at your two cards and the dealer’s ace and
make your basic strategy decision. Check the chart to see if you are correct, but do not complete
your hand. If the decision is “hit,” don’t bother to take the hit card. After you’ve made and double-
checked your decision, deal another two cards to yourself. Don’t bother to pick up your first
hand. Just drop your next, and all subsequent, cards face up on top of the last cards dealt. Go
through the entire deck (25 hands), then change the dealer’s upcard to a deuce, then to a 3, 4,
5, and so on. You should be able to run through a full deck of player hands for all ten dealer
upcards in less than half an hour once you are able to make your decisions without consulting
the charts. Once you start to get the hang of it, every decision should be instantaneous. Strive
for perfection. If you have the slightest doubt about any decision, consult the chart.To practice
your pair-split decisions, which occur less frequently than other decisions, reverse the above
exercise. Deal yourself a pair of aces, then run through the deck changing only the dealer’s
upcard. Then give yourself a pair of deuces, and all the cards that follow. Don’t waste time with
any exercise you don’t need. Your basic strategy for splitting aces, for instance, is always to split
them. You don’t need to run through a whole deck of dealer up-cards every day to practice this
decision. Likewise, basic strategy tells you to always split eights, and never to split fives or tens.
You should concentrate mostly on learning when to split 2s, 3s, 6s, 7s, and 9s, which you’ll
master soon enough.If you learn to play basic strategy without counting cards, most casinos will
have only a 1/2% edge over you, meaning that in the long run, they will win about 50¢ for every



$100 you bet. (In some games, the house advantage over basic strategy players amounts to
slightly more or less.) If you play blackjack for high stakes, it is wise to learn basic strategy, even
if you are not inclined to count cards, as using it accurately will greatly cut your losses.Simplified
Basic StrategyIf you do not intend to learn accurate basic strategy, you can cut the house edge
to about 1% by playing an approximate basic strategy. Follow these rules:1. Never take
insurance.2. If the dealer’s upcard is 7, 8, 9, X, or A, hit until you get to hard 17 or more.3. If the
dealer’s upcard is 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6, stand on all your stiffs, hard hands of 12 through 16.4. Hit all
soft hands of soft 17 (A6) and less.5. Stand on soft 18 (A7) or higher.6. Double down on 10 and
11 against any dealer upcard from 2 through 9.
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CharlieBOOKFAN, “A must have for any serious Blackjack player's library!. I just downloaded
this book the other day so I haven't read this kindle translation completely yet BUT I bought the
original version in book form written in 1983 plus every other updated version cause I wanted to
have every edition cause honestly "Blackbelt in Blackjack" written by Arnold Snyder is EASILY
one of the absolute best books ever written on the subject of Casino Blackjack and I'm really
glad it finally came to kindle form, I wished all the other great Blackjack books were on kindle
also but they are coming over slowly, this book is a must have for any serious Blackjack players
library, the only negative thing I can say about this book really is the explanation of the Red 7
count within it's details how you should play an advanced strategy in the 2nd half of a shoe with
the rounded index plays which is good but a simple strategy with only 6 deviations in the first half
at different running counts which is confusing, I understand that a specific count is higher in the
second half compared to the first but why not come to some kind of average and make it simple
like the KO count did in their book? why use 2 different charts? and I believe the simple strategy
is in Arnold Snyder's other book "The Big Book of Blackjack" in a nice chart easy to see, in this
book it's in the text but not well organized or easy to see, only the advanced strategy is in a easy
to see organized chart which isn't in Snyder's Big Book of Blackjack, that one only has the
simplified playing strategy so the playing strategy for Red 7 is definitely confusing when the
count was made to be easier to understand and use supposedly since it's an unbalanced count
and in particular the betting ramp is way off as well, it's extremely conservative and just way too
sloooooooooow the way it's recommended in this book in my view and honestly surprising
cause Snyder is one of the greatest Blackjack Authors and researchers of all time undoubtedly
so it's a shock he would make such a mistake on this and not correct it after all this time, for the
shoe game in particular you will never see the super high counts to even be able to bet much
money according to the recommended bet spread at each count in this book so your spread will
be forced to stay super low for the most part plus a pathetic 1-8 spread on a shoe game isn't
enough to beat the game really cause you need about double that to have a decent expected
win so the betting portion should have been updated in this latest version to a much more
accurate and lucrative chart honestly with a higher spread raising your bets much sooner and
hitting your top bet much sooner also, Snyder is a really smart guy and he knows the game
inside and out so I would assume that he would have printed a much more accurate and
profitable betting ramp for the Red 7 Count as well as made the strategy index plays a little more
concrete and easy to understand similar to what Fuchs and Vancura did for their KO count in
their great book but Snyder made it more confusing for whatever reason as well as he never
updated it and he invented the Red 7 Count so he should be the guy to explain it in detail with
the absolute best betting ramp and deviations but I will only knock the rating down 1 star for that
cause I really wanted to use the Red 7 Count because it was a genius invention on the part of
Snyder inventing it cause it takes advantage of small advantages in the count early in the deck



or shoe that the KO for example don't which is good about this count, the KO under bets a lot
early in the deck or shoe with small advantages where the Red 7 under bets potentially a little bit
late in the deck or shoe but due to the inaccuracies with the betting ramp outlined in this book
which has never been updated and the index play variations which are a little confusing I can't
really use the Red 7 count and have any confidence with it but overall besides that this book is
still very good with it's information and explanations on other counts like the Zen and Hi-Lo Light,
one of the best books out there on the game of Blackjack, full of great information if you
disregard the Red 7 problems and it should be in every serious blackjack players library for sure!”

Patrick, “Good read. Minor downsides.. Pros (in my view):-Great for those who are starting out to
those who are advanced.-Interesting strategies that go beyond card counting.Cons:I feel like
Snyder tries to sell Red seven too much. He seems to describe his accomplishments in detail at
various points in the book. I think that could've been avoided by adding a chapter specifically
about his own history of play. These are small downsides as the book is well organized and can
teach everyone something.”

Tracy Reed, “If you think it might be cool or glamorous to take on the casinos at Blackjack, read
this book.. If you think it might be cool or glamorous to take on the casinos at Blackjack, read this
book. You'll get a real look into what it really takes to win more than you lose and what to expect.
Like everything else, there is some work involved and if you really want to win consistently at
Blackjack, there are no shortcuts. This book will give you the tools you need to succeed and a
real world idea of how it will actually happen so there are no surprises.”

Seri Abutaha, “winning blackjack. Excellent blueprint of how to make money and have fun
playing blackjack...let's face it there's more fun in winning. Snyder's Zen count system though
two levels is logical, making it easy to learn and more efficient than Hi/Lo systems. His treatment
of progressive betting is dismissive and rudimentary, as most tenured experts won't consider its
efficacy, therefore analyzing the worst possible systems. Good book to learn the math of the
game, counting cards and the nuances of casino personnel modus operandi.”

Terry S., “Great book. As is the case for all of Mr. Snyder's books and articles, this is excellent.
An easy read, should be on every blackjack players list of books to read. Snyder does a good
job of keeping my attention and tells you everything you need to know.”

Eric the Red, “Novice Counter Review of Blk in Blackjack. Just the right amount of info, detailed
for the layman or pro. Arnold gives excellent examples of what to do and who to watch out for. Up
to date info about Mindplay Software and how it's being used against players. Great explanation
of card counting systems and how to vary bets accordingly.”

Vm, “Great start for a counter!. Have read several books on counting now. This one is the best,



so far, better than the classic by thorp. It covers many issues a non-counter would not think of,
suggests counting systems, talks about surveillance, etc. Highly recommended (altho may be
out-dated according to some reviewers)”

Todmo, “Best Blackjack Card Counting Guide. This is the best card counting guide I have come
across! I'm a newer person in the card counting arena and own over 20 books on the subject.
The book takes you from the "White Belt" to "Black Belt" level of card counting. The author,
Arnold Snyder, is a member of the Blackjack Hall of Fame and his knowledge and expertise on
the subject is matched by very few. I highly reccommend this book and wish it was the first book
I purchased on the subject of card counting!”

protech3, “As discribed a real black belt in black jack tacticks.. A truely enlightening work in to
a reality we seem to have forgotten. another rememberable experience I will appreciate for a
long time to come.”

Romain, “Thx. Arrived before ordered like so happy”

EFT, “The Best for those taking first step in becoming an advantage player.. Very coherant and
insightful explanations of the theory, hows, and whys of how counting works in relation to the
house edge.  5 stars.”

dpham, “Five Stars. Excellent.”

The book by Larry Pace has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 100 people have provided feedback.
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